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Given any form of mobility management through wireless communication, one 
useful enhancement is improving the reliability and robustness of transport-layer 
connections in a heterogeneous mobile environment. This is particularly true in 
the case of mobile networks with multiple vertical handovers. In this thesis, 
issues and challenges in mobility management for mobile terminals in such a 
scenario are addressed, and a number of techniques to facilitate and improve 
efficiency and the QoS for such a handover are proposed and investigated. These 
are initially considered in an end-to-end context and all protocols and changes 
happened in the middleware of the connection where the network is involved 
with handover issues and end user transparency is satisfied. 
This thesis begins by investigating mobility management solutions particularly 
the transport layer models, also making significant observation pertinent to 
multi-homing for moving networks in general. A new scheme for transport layer 
tunnelling based on SCTP is proposed. Consequently a novel protocol to handle 
seamless network mobility in heterogeneous mobile networks, named nSCTP, is 
proposed. Efficiency of this protocol in relation to QoS for handover parameters 
in an end-to-end connection while wired and wireless networks are available is 
considered. Analytically and experimentally it has been proved that this new 
scheme can significantly increase the throughput, particularly when the mobile 
networks roam frequently. The detailed plan for the future improvements and 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
As integrated circuit transistor density continues to improve according to 
Moore’s law and operating voltages and power dissipation are cut, more and 
more terminal functionalities are being implemented. For example, the 
integration between mobile modem chipsets and WLAN modules is becoming 
possible, offering connectivity to WLANs as well as to existing cellular networks 
and featuring compatibility with 802.11b and 802.11g protocols on both 
CDMA2000 and WCDMA (UMTS) networks. In a wireless access 
infrastructural point of view, a wide selection of technologies is available in 
many places throughout the globe. Often, these technologies are designed to 
fulfil dissimilar purposes, or to provide substitute levels of QoS to users, perhaps 
with alternative pricing structures. If users were allowed to use or switch 
between these technologies, dependent on changes in circumstances such as 
availability, utilised application, or undertaking the importance of the 
communication, then overall user satisfaction could be enhanced. And if users 
were allowed to switch between these technologies based on their mobility, for 
example to take advantage of a high-bandwidth low-cost service available in a 
limited area (such as a WLAN hot spot), then perceived service quality would be 
further improved. 
In many situations the mobility of diverse users is matched; for instance, in 
public transport scenarios a number of users remain in the close proximity during 
the movement of the transportation vehicle. In Mobile IP (MIP)[1], signalling is 
required for each of these users upon each change in their topological point of 
attachment to the Internet. However, if the terminal movements could be dealt 
with as a group, with all terminals using the same network, the group handover 
would be much more efficient. In the group mobility scenario, signalling used to 
handover the network with a single set of messages between network’s gateway 
and the gateway’s home network. This is the principle behind the concept of 
NEtwork MObility (NEMO)[2]. 
The concept of multi-homing becomes more attractive and is gaining increased 
interest in the telecom research communities. Multi-homing addresses the 
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problem of link failures by allowing a transport layer session to bind multiple IP 
addresses at each end point of communication. This feature provides both 
endpoints with multiple communication paths and thus, gives them the ability to 
failover (switch) to an alternate path when a link failure occurs or a minimum 
required QoS has not been met. The simultaneous connectivity can be achieved 
in a heterogeneous environment by using multiple ISPs or multiple access 
technologies, such as cellular networks (e.g. GPRS, UMTS) and wireless LANs 
and MANs (e.g. 802.11, WiMAX). 
The current transport layer protocols, TCP and UDP, do not support multi-
homing. TCP allows binding to only one network address at each end of 
connection. This is the main reason why a new transport-layer protocol, the 
Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP)[3], is being investigated in this 
thesis. SCTP allows binding of one transport layer association to multiple IP 
addresses at each end of the association. SCTP has a built-in failure detection and 
recovery system, known as failover, which allows associations to dynamically 
send traffic to an alternate peer IP address when needed. SCTP’s failover 
mechanism is static and does not adapt to application requirements or network 
conditions. 
Furthermore, SCTP provides the multi-streaming functionality. Multi-streaming 
allows independent delivery among data streams. This means that, the 
application data can be partitioned into multiple streams. These portions or data 
chunks are formed inside an SCTP packet and each packet can contain multiple 
data chunks from different applications. The chunks header contains 
Transmission Sequence Number (TSN), Stream ID and Stream Sequence 
Number (SSN) that can provide independent delivery of each stream to the 
application. 
In line with these observations, this thesis presents the design of a new protocol 
for providing a soft and seamless handover for network mobility and particularly 
the scenarios with fast moving networks such as where they are used on public 
transport. Moreover, the interest of the thesis is in increasing the quality of 
service and connection robustness in an all-IP end to end communication 
scenario, where no presumptions are made about the capabilities of terminals 
aside from enhancing the gateways to support multilayer protocols. The 
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advantage of this type of protocol is a much wider applicability of the solutions; 
furthermore, this is consistent with expectations for future-generation mobile 
systems. 
1.1. Challenges 
From the transport layer point of view three significant technical challenges in 
reliable connections are: congestion control, effect of irresponsible non-
congestion control protocols, and the provision of mobility. They are discussed 
here. 
1.1.1. Congestion Control 
Congestion control mechanism operates in the Internet to moderate the 
transmission rate to fairly share the bottleneck bandwidth. The approach of 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) as the most common transport protocol in 
the Internet is “additive increase multiple decrease”. In any end to end 
connections such as provided by TCP, congestion control only needs to select the 
appropriate transmission rate based on congestion on the path between the source 
and the receiver. However, in reliable multi-homed scenarios, there may be 
multiple network paths for each source-receiver pairing. Hence significant 
questions arise: Which source-receiver path would be more appropriate for 
transmission to be selected? How can this selected path be changed in reaction to 
dynamic variations in congestion, bandwidth or any other changes in the network 
circumstances among source-receiver paths? 
While in the wired networks all losses are generally due to congestion, over 
wireless links losses can occur randomly. It is not possible for conventional 
congestion control entities (e.g. TCP) to distinguish between congestion-related 
and random losses; indeed, the mistaking of random losses for congestion 
commonly leads to congestion control greatly underestimating the available 
bandwidth on a path. Specific techniques are therefore necessary to distinguish 
between random and congestion-related losses, and solutions might also be 
employed to mitigate the effects of random losses. Basis of these random losses 
are due to one of the following issues:  
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 Interference: Cellular telephone channels are subject to adjacent-cell 
communications using the same signal frequency. The problem with 
such interference is that it occupies the same frequency band as the 
desired communication signal, and has a similar structure. 
 Noise: Noise signals have little structure and arise from both human and 
natural sources. That can increase the error-rate in the air interface 
during transmission. Error-rate is typically very low in wired media; 
approximately 10-12 in fibre-optics and 10-3 in UTP cable, while, in a 
wireless link it is typically 10-1 or 1 error every 10 bits[4].  
 Limited Bandwidth: This is the maximum rate at which the transmission 
medium can carry data. Based on communication theorem stated by 
Shannon–Hartley [5], the maximum amount of error-free digital data 
that can be transmitted over a communications channel (e.g., a copper 
wire or an optical fibre) with a specified bandwidth in the presence of 
noise.  In fibre optics it is more than 10Gbps, and in UTP it is up to 
1Gbps. In a wireless link, the maximum is about 100Mbps, and 
significantly reduced in a mobile scenario due to channel fading and 
noise conditions[4].  
 Mobility: The physical movement of end-hosts between regions covered 
by different networks and access-points are not experienced in wired 
technology. Change of IP address is a natural consequence of a 
movement that required router adaptation and appropriated routing 
which has not defined in a wired scenario.  This can include frequent 
changes in IP addresses and other problems such as brief disconnectivity 
(blackout) and break-up in data transmission during handover. 
1.1.2. Effect of Irresponsible Non-congestion Control Protocols 
As mentioned in the previous section, the congestion control mechanism tries to 
moderate transmission rate, particularly in the bottleneck of the transmission 
connection and in the case of a combination of wired and wireless scenarios 
mostly via wireless hops. At the same time the irresponsible non-congestion 
control transmission protocol (e.g. UDP) is sending the datagrams over the 
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communication links regardless of consideration of the available bandwidth on 
the paths. They do not reduce their load on the network when subjected to packet 
drops. This will result in aggressive capacity consumption by unresponsive 
protocols in competition with the behaved transport protocols such as TCP and 
SCTP.   
Lack of fairness is the main problem of the above issue that TCP flows reduce 
their transmission rates in response to congestion, and UDP datagrams use the 
available bandwidth. This problem will be highlighted more particularly in the 
mobile network that a combination of UDP and TCP flows need to transfer on 
the line simultaneously and the volume of UDP connections are high.  
1.1.3. Provision of Mobility 
In mobile communications, links and data flow are involved in two major 
mobility models known as micro and macro mobility (intra-domain and inter-
domain handover respectively). In micro or intra-domain mobility, handovers are 
within a subnet which means changes on mobile terminals’ IP addresses are not 
needed. The major problem arises in a situation when a mobile node moves 
between two subnets, considering that by definition subnets have different 
network prefixes. In this case, resuming the connection is subject to releasing the 
old IP address, acquiring a new IP address from the new subnet, registering it 
with the home location register in the terminal’s home network and finally 
informing the corresponding node to resume the connection on the new IP 
address. This procedure will cause termination of current flow and resuming the 
communication to the new address of mobile node. It also needs to resubmit all 
the packets that have not been acknowledged, and thus synchronize the packet 
transmission between the two IP addresses. The situation will deteriorate when 
there are several ongoing sessions at the same time. In that case, all the 
corresponding nodes would have to be notified of the new IP address and all of 
them have to synchronize the transmission. 
  In the worse case of the above scenario, a group of mobile nodes moves 
together. In group mobility scenarios such as mass public transportation in a train 
or coach, for some purposes it would be preferable for the system to be able to 
deal with co-located moving terminals as a group, and for a range of functions 
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pertaining to these terminals to be performed for the group as one. This would 
improve the efficiency, and likely the reliability, of radio resource control. 
1.2. Contributions of this Thesis  
Solutions that can be used to address the above cited challenges for moving 
network which are discussed and presented in this thesis are as follow:  
 Soft and seamless vertical handover for moving networks   
 Advance fairness and robustness in all IP mobile networks  
 QoS provisioning of multi-link / multi-homed communications 
Also they are summarised in this section. 
1.2.1. Soft and seamless vertical handover for moving networks   
Each layer of network protocol stack could be taking a particular role in the next 
generation of mobile networks in order to create advance mobility management. 
Different layers can have different responsibilities to develop a soft and seamless 
handover in intra and inter domain mobility. Suggesting which layer/layers are 
most suitable for mobility management is a challenging issue that depends on the 
system requirement, QoS parameters and the ability for changes in the network 
architecture that have been addressed in this thesis. Consequently, based on the 
focus of this thesis a suitable protocol for network mobility has been proposed. 
By growing the generation of mobile nodes and networks in all IP scenarios the 
demands for high data rate transmission in high speed vehicle and public 
transport were increased. Recently the need for developing a new mobility 
management protocol has become an essential part of the telecoms research 
communities.    
Network mobility introduces a new area of mobility scenario with the 
assumption that a group of mobile hosts moves together, performing similar tasks 
and they can form a single network unit. NEMO basic solution [2] uses Mobile 
IPv6 [6], which was originally designed for host mobility, with some additional 
tunnelling to manage the mobility for moving networks. 
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Efficient network mobility handover is essential to meet the QoS parameters. 
NEMO suffers from tunnelling overheads while it still inherits the well-known 
MIP issue which is long handover latency and results in high packet losses and 
severely reduces its end-to-end performance particularly in vertical handovers[2]. 
In this thesis a new mobility management protocol for a moving network based 
on Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) at the transport layer has been 
proposed. SCTP facilitated with multi-homing that has been used to handle the 
mobility issues within mobile network and developing nSCTP (NEMO-SCTP). 
The concept of nSCTP is “make before break”, using more than one separated 
interfaces. This can be done in the overlap area of cells in a cellular network 
topology. While still one of the interfaces is communicating with the old domain, 
a new connection with the new domain will be established. In the later stage in a 
suitable time transmission will be switched to the new interface and the 
communication will be resumed. 
Detailed structure and signalling for nSCTP is taken into consideration in this 
thesis and the performance of this newly developed protocol has been tested 
through analysis and simulation studies. 
1.2.2. Advance fairness and robustness in all IP mobile networks  
nSCTP uses a tunnelling method at transport layer in the wireless part of the 
network. This increases the QoS parameters by moderating the irresponsible 
protocol (e.g. UDP) that is discussed in section 1.1.2. These greedy protocols do 
not reduce their transmission rate when the communication is subjected to 
congestion and they will be taken over all or the greater portion of the available 
bandwidth in competition with the fairness conforming transport protocol (e.g. 
TCP). This problem has been addressed in nSCTP by introducing a transport 
layer tunnelling exactly at the bottleneck section of communication which is 
more vulnerable to congestion or packet loss. Therefore, the fairness of the 
system will be increased at the presence of nSCTP. 
 Retransmitting the packet when it is subjected to loss due to congestion or noise 
is the main source of inefficiency in any reliable data transmission. In a 
combined wired – wireless scenario, packet loss in the wireless part of the 
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network is commonly due to instability of the wireless media. A local 
retransmission of lost packet could greatly enhance the performance of the 
network if the systems overhead do not apply a huge amount of signalling and 
processing on the communication link. Developing this solution within nSCTP to 
activate a local retransmission between a mobile router’s home-agent in the 
wired part of the communication with a mobile router which is used as a gateway 
of the mobile network is another contribution of this thesis. This solution 
introduces a new processing delay on the communication path but increases the 
performance of handling errors on the wireless hope(s) or portion of the system. 
Analysing the performance of the system and discovering the optimal threshold 
of lost packet in the wireless and wired part of network have been addressed.    
1.2.3. QoS provisioning of multi-link / multi-homed communications 
The growth of wireless and mobile communications has caused a wide selection 
of different wireless access technologies to be available in many places 
throughout the world. These technologies are often designed to fulfil particular 
purposes or to provide an alternative level of Quality of Service (QoS). In such a 
situation, if the users were able to dynamically switch between these 
technologies based on their requirements or available QoS, without breaking the 
connections, the user’s satisfaction could be greatly enhanced. In order to apply 
dynamic switchover in a moving network scenario, probing signals have been 
added to the SCTP and nSCTP protocols in order to monitor the QoS parameters 
such as available bandwidth and end-to-end delay along with reconfiguration 
policies within the SCTP association. In such a case, probing signals periodically 
monitor the associated links and based on different predefined policies 
(aggressive, conservative and lagging) switch to the appropriate link. Enhancing 
the SCTP and nSCTP protocol to support the new signalling algorithms and 
switch over strategies is part of the contribution of this thesis. Implementing this 
structure in a simulation platform to study the performance of probing signals 
along with different policies has proven the usability of this enhancement.  
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1.3. Content of this thesis 
After providing some overview to this thesis, the precise content is now 
introduced. The reasoning and justification behind each of the 
investigated/proposed technologies is discussed on a chapter-by-chapter basis. 
1.3.1. Mobility Management Solutions (Chapter 2) 
An important aspect of mobile network performance is mobility management. 
Through creating mobility management protocols, it is possible to handle 
handover in different layers of the OSI reference model and thus to infer any 
requirements that might be needed of the network to carry the traffic load 
adequately while providing an appropriate QoS to end-users. 
To answer the question of which layer(s) is(are) more suitable for handling the 
mobility is challenging in the mobile network, especially in a heterogeneous 
infrastructure where moving networks or mobile nodes are involved in vertical 
and horizontal handovers. In addition, the specification of available wireless 
technologies in a heterogeneous environment and their impact on the mobility 
issues is another important part of mobility managements that should be 
addressed.    
In this chapter, a hierarchical model of aspects of mobility management is 
presented and different proposals for mobility managements are considered. 
Network, transport and application layers mobility management solutions are 
taken into consideration. Group mobility management solutions which are the 
main focus of this thesis are presented.  
1.3.2. Multi-homing and group mobility management challenges 
(Chapter 3) 
In group mobility scenarios such as mass public transportation in a train or 
coach, for some purposes it would be preferable for the system to be able to deal 
with moving terminals as a group, and for a range of functions relating to these 
terminals to be performed for the group as one. For example, through enhanced 
algorithms for mobility control, the system would be able to infer that a large 
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number of terminals are about to handover to a new cell, if they are considered as 
a group the member of that group are not involved in handover issues. This 
would improve the efficiency, and likely the reliability, of mobility management. 
For a single mobile node, there are different basic approaches for performing 
multi-homing that have been considered in detail in chapter 3 and a variety of 
challenges have been considered. Multi-homing is gaining more interest recently 
in mobile networks. A mobile network wishes to be multi-homed for the 
purposes of ubiquitous access, load sharing, reliability and aggregated 
bandwidth. There are different methods of multi-homing for NEMO that are 
discussed in this chapter. For the purpose of multi-homing in this thesis a single 
mobile router, a single home agent and a single mobile node prefix have been 
considered. 
The proliferations of wireless technologies have given rise to the possibility of 
multiple accesses for a mobile multi-homed host. There are several reasons for 
multi-homed mobile networks that can refer to the aspects of fault resilience and 
redundancy, load balancing, service value and policy. There are different 
approaches to multi-homing in different layers of the OSI reference model. 
Multi-homing related works have been considered in this chapter and a 
comparison of benefits and drawbacks of each solution have been considered.  
Also, in this chapter the challenges introduced by the use of network mobility, 
and different related works on group mobility managements are provided. This 
chapter provides a comparison between the solutions and introduces NEMO 
basic support protocol [2] which is the platform for the next chapters of this 
thesis.   
1.3.3. nSCTP: Seamless Handover for Moving Networks (Chapter 4) 
As has been mentioned previously and will be discussed more in detail in 
chapters 2 and 3, network layer solutions for mobility management cannot fulfil 
the requirements for mobility management that will be listed in chapter 2. SCTP 
has been proposed in RFC2960 [3] as an end-to-end reliable transport protocol 
operating on top of IPv4/IPv6 that provides network-level fault tolerance by 
supporting host mobility at either end of the connection. Applying this protocol 
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for a group mobility scenario will provide many limitations like software 
incompatibility and hardware limitations as a multi-interfaces node in mobile 
networks are not always achievable.  
The scenarios investigated in this chapter contain the new tunnelling scheme that 
can be applied for moving network in NEMO basic protocol support. In this 
scenario SCTP-in-IP and IP-in-SCTP tunnels have been proposed and the 
algorithms for these tunnels have been proposed and illustrated in detail under 
two major modules named SCTP/IP encapsulator and SCTP/IP decapsulator. 
This tunnel has been used to develop a new protocol which uses the multi-
homing feature of SCTP to handle the seamless handover over heterogeneous 
wireless networks. 
Considering the challenges introduced by the use of multi-homing, particularly in 
mobile network communications scenarios, which could be beneficial for the 
nodes inside the mobile networks, is the concern of this chapter. nSCTP is 
proposed in this chapter based on SCTP/IP to facilitate multi-homing feature of 
SCTP for the mobile networks without involving the drawbacks of this protocol 
that have been mentioned before.  
In the light of these observations, this chapter is concerned with dynamic 
switching between interfaces made available between the mobile router and the 
mobile router’s home agent. The range of work performed looks at the 
practicality of multi-homing and its challenges, dynamic switching, signalling 
path and enhancement for Mobile Router and its home agent. Hence the 
conceived protocol is generally applicable to a range of mobile networks, 
requiring no changes in the Internet infrastructure, fully transparent to the end 
users and is also extremely computationally simple and efficient. 
1.3.4. Performance analysis for end-to-end parameters in nSCTP and 
NEMO (Chapter 5) 
More specifically to nSCTP protocol, there are a number of benefits for handling 
the micro and macro group mobility that can be named as reduction in handover 
delay and packet loss when the MR is moving. The main drawback of this newly 
proposed protocol is increasing the signalling overhead by adding another 
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reliable protocol into the middle of a given end-to-end connection that could 
reduce the performance of nSCTP compared to NEMO, which has been used as a 
guideline of this investigation. Moreover, SCTP/IP encapsulation which has been 
briefly described in section 1.3.3 and is further explained in chapter 4 can 
increase the outer tunnel overhead in NEMO basic protocol [2], which results in 
reducing the overhead.  
In this chapter, for considering the mentioned trade off between overhead and 
signalling, an analytical model for both NEMO and nSCTP have been developed. 
Detailed investigations for NEMO and nSCTP in terms of handover delay, 
packet loss and throughput are provided. For a firm comparison of analytical 
results in NEMO and nSCTP numerical examples are provided.  
1.3.5. Simulation studies of the performance of SCTP and nSCTP 
(Chapter 6) 
Challenges and possible solutions introduced by the use of reliable transport 
layer protocols taken into consideration through a simulation study in the wired 
and wireless scenario. Network simulator ver.2 (NS-2) has been introduced to 
use as a platform for the simulation studied in this thesis. Firstly, for proof of 
concept a simulator is established to use SCTP as a reliable transport protocol in 
a wired-cum-wireless scenario. A firm comparison between different versions of 
TCP and SCTP showed that SCTP can have better or at least equivalent 
performance compared to other reliable protocols. The concept of multi-homing 
and using that feature for handling the mobility is the second set of simulation 
and finally the last part of simulation, which is still an ongoing part of this 
chapter, is allocated to the main concentration of this thesis which is developing 
of nSCTP.  
1.3.6. QoS provisioning for SCTP (Chapter 7)  
As has been discussed previously in this Introduction, traditional SCTP [3] uses 
multi-homing as an alternative path to the primary link means that an 
unsuccessfully delivered packet is retransmitted through the secondary path. 
Also, a certain number of consecutive packet losses will cause swapping of the 
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primary paths with the secondary. This feature along with ADD-IP extension of 
SCTP [7] formed some of the transport layer handover managements such as 
mSCTP [8] and nSCTP[9]. This scheme of failover however provides a soft and 
seamless handover but the number of packet losses during the handover period 
are still high and on the other hand, the association between multi-homed entities 
is only aware of the existence of the alternative paths and has no information 
about the quality of each path.  
In spite of all the benefits and advantages of SCTP, the failover mechanism of 
this protocol does not adapt to application requirements or network conditions. In 
other words, an association will insist on staying with a defined primary link 
until it is disconnected completely or a certain number of consecutive time-outs 
are experienced, while some higher quality links may be available.  
In this chapter a novel solution to improve the SCTP’s failover mechanism, 
named as “switchover” in this thesis, is presented. The efficiency of this protocol 
has been tested by implementing a simulation model on NS-2 platform. The 
result depicted that dynamic handover can significantly improve the efficiency of 
SCTP particularly in the area with different choice of wireless access networks 
and movement that frequently can affect the quality of received signals. 
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Chapter 2.  Wireless 
Communication and Mobility 
Management   
2.1. Introduction 
The Internet has been designed for static wired connections and originally was a 
combination of several nodes and networks. Demand for “anywhere, anytime” 
communications has been increasing recently and consequently wireless mobile 
nodes have been introduced. These nodes need to keep their connectivity while 
they are moving. Mobility management is an intelligent function of wireless 
mobile nodes that keeps track of movement and communications. When a mobile 
device is roaming through one or more service areas, mobility management 
mechanisms are required to keep the ongoing sessions alive. Broadly speaking, 
mobility management can be classified into location management and handover 
management. 
1. Location management: This function is used for discovering the mobile 
node’s current point of attachment. Location management is responsible 
for location update and data delivery. Location update in definition is 
keeping track of the mobile terminal by sending notification periodically. 
Current position of a mobile node should be kept in a database and is 
used to deliver data or a call to the location area of the MN.  
2. Handover management: It is responsible for enabling users to keep their 
connections alive as they move and change their point of connection to 
the network. 
As the Internet is structured in a-five layer architecture; physical, data link, 
network, transport and application layers, there are many proposals to manage 
mobility in these layers. The natural question is which layer is preferable for 
mobility? A study done by  Eddy [10] has compared the use of three different 
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layers for mobility. The work shows the common network layer solution, Mobile 
IP, has several weaknesses and limitation with regard to its effectiveness. The 
authors believed most of this problem can be tackled by a higher transport or 
session layer approach and suggested a transport layer solution as the strongest 
candidate among various levels. Ratola [11] introduces and compares three 
implementing mobility protocols, each from a different layer. The purpose of the 
comparison is to determine which layer - three, three and a half, or four - would 
be best suited for mobility. The chosen protocols are Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6), Host 
Identity Protocol (HIP), and Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) 
respectively. Ratola believes a new layer 3.5 is necessary because using lower 
layers do not have such a great impact and also a new transport layer protocol 
causes incompatibility in implemented software. In another study done by 
Atiquzzaman et al. [12] different transport layer solution for mobility 
management have been compared and they believe that a complete mobility 
scheme, which supports IP diversity, soft handoff, transparency to applications 
with no changes in the network infrastructure, is achievable in transport layer 
solutions.  
A mobility management solution’s efficiency can be evaluated based on the 
following terms[12]:  
1. Packet loss during handover and handover latency: they are two crucial 
parameters for mobility management protocol to avoid any service 
disruption or connectivity.  
2. Seamless handover: is the main goal for system with uninterrupted 
mobility. 
3. Compatibility with IP addressing routing protocols: The Internet is 
following a hierarchical IP addressing and routing structure with which 
mobility solutions should be adapted.   
4. Application layer transparency: Mobility management mechanisms 
should not affect the upper layer protocols.  
5. Security: Mobility management protocols ideally should not inject new 
security issues or vulnerabilities into the network.  
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6. Change in Internet infrastructure: The mobility solutions should avoid 
making changes in either the infrastructure of the Internet or the network 
layers and standards.   
Performing individual handovers for a group of users which are roaming together 
can cause huge signalling overhead. Network mobility support is a solution to 
overcome this problem. In this type of scenario, a whole network is viewed as a 
single unit, which changes its point of attachment to the Internet and thus its 
reachability in the Internet topology. In such a network one or more mobile 
routers connect the local fixed and visiting mobile nodes inside the network, to 
the Internet. The Local Fixed Nodes (LFNs) in a moving network are unable to 
change their point of attachment to the MR’s network. These nodes are mobility 
unaware nodes, meaning that they do not have any mobility software running on 
them. Also a Visiting Mobile Node (VMN) is a node downstream of the MR 
which is capable of joining/leaving the MR’s network when necessary. VMNs 
are mobility aware nodes, meaning that they must have mobility software such as 
MIPv6 installed and running. 
NEtwork MObility (NEMO) [2] is a protocol extension to Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) 
[6] to provide support for network mobility. It also allows every node in the 
Mobile Network to be reachable while moving around.  The MR(s), which 
connects the network to the Internet, runs the NEMO Basic Support Protocol 
Solution with its Home Agent.  The protocol is designed so that network mobility 
is transparent to the nodes inside the Mobile Network.  
In this chapter, we will explain briefly Mobile IP functionalities and its abilities 
and follows by a discussion about group mobility management or train scenario.  
Key terminology definitions in this chapter: 
 Mobility: is defined as the ability to maintain a continuity of the service 
regardless of terminal mobility, personal mobility or service mobility. 
 Vertical handover: is a type of link that would provide the necessary 
bridging over and through different networks in order to establish an 
efficient inter-work between networks entities.  
 Coupling between networks: is the level of inter-working which distinct 
between various proposed inter-working architecture models. 
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 Technology intelligence:  a device, node or even a network is said to be 
intelligent when it takes care of the most routing/signalling/addressing 
and handover operations in an efficient and reliable manner.  
 Soft Handover: During a soft handover there are two simultaneous 
active links, therefore, we will not have any packet lost. As the 
bandwidth and throughput may be totally different between two 
contributing subnet works, delay and jitter can be larger than required. 
 Hard Handover: With a hard handover, it is possible that two links co-
exist during a period of time, but only one of them is active at a certain 
point in time. Therefore, in a hard handover there is the possibility of a 
temporary break in the communication. 
2.2. Heterogeneous environment in mobile 
communications  
There are three different generations as far as mobile communication is 
concerned. The first generation, 1G, was established in the mid 1980s. 1G is a 
semi analogue mobile network because it uses an analogue radio path with digital 
switching. The most popular 1G mobile networks are Nordic Mobile Telephone 
Systems (NMT) and American Mobile Phone Systems (AMPS) [13, 14]. These 
networks provide only basic services (such as speech and speech-related) for 
users. 1G networks have national specifications. Therefore, 1G networks are 
incompatible with each other.  
The 2G was established in early 1990s. The emphasis in this generation was the 
compatibility and the international transparency. From the user’s point of view, 
2G networks offered a more attractive “packet” to buy; in addition to traditional 
speech service these networks were able to provide some data services and more 
sophisticated supplementary services.  Due to the regional nature of 
standardization, the concept of globalization did not succeed completely. The 
most popular 2G systems in the market are Global Systems for Mobile 
Communication (GSM) and IS-95. The 2G networks had some problems such as: 
slow data rate, long connection setup time and expensive services. The reason for 
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this is that these networks are mainly designed to deal with circuit switch voice 
and each channel is dedicated to only one user. 
The General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) has been developed to address these 
issues by providing the packet switch bearer service.  GPRS applies packet radio 
principles to efficiently transfer data between GSM mobile stations and external 
packet data network.  GPRS provides connection set up time of 1 second and 
data rates up to several tens of Kbits/s.[13]  (The theoretical maximum GPRS 
data rate is 171.2 Kbps per channel.)  
The 3G can be considered as the next step beyond GPRS. The third generation is 
expected to complete the globalization process of mobile communication. 
Universal Mobile Telecommunication Systems (UMTS) and CDMA-2000 are 
the two main 3G networking standards. The emphasis of this thesis is on UMTS 
which has been approved as the standard for the UK and other European 
countries by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) [15]. 
UMTS is the third generation of cellular networks, offers advanced features such 
as: high data rate (144 Kbps for satellite and rural outdoor, 384Kbps for urban 
outdoor, 2Mbps for indoor and low range outdoor) and improved QoS services to 
users. UMTS also provides better frequency efficiency and lower transport costs 
using ATM network for both voice and data services.   
UMTS provided a platform to combine different services such as: speech and 
data with the Internet. From a commercial point of view, UMTS creates a global 
market for mobile multimedia with vast opportunities for new revenues, such as: 
 Providing a wide variety of new multimedia and entertainment services  
 Offering personalized news and information  
 Providing a targeted advertising channel and stimulating income from 
Web referrals  
 Deploying services that facilitate transactions  
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Figure 2-1: Summary of the functionality of different generations of mobile networks 
 
2.2.1.  UMTS 
2.2.1.1. Architecture 
As illustrated in Figure 2-2, a UMTS network consists of three domains: Core 
Network (CN), UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) and User 
Equipment (UE) [14]. 
 
 Core Network (CN): The CN includes physical entities to provide 
network features and telecommunication services. These support 
management of user-location information, control of network features 
and services, and the transfer mechanism for signalling. In the CN, the 
traffic is either circuit-switched or packet-switched in nature. Therefore, 
the CN is divided into two sub-domains: Circuit Switched Domain (CS) 

























Figure 2-2: UMTS architecture 
 
 UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN): UTRAN consists 
of RNCs and Node-Bs, which are shown in section Figure 2-2. 
 User Equipment (UE): UE is used to access UMTS services such as 
speech, SMS, emergency calls, etc. This domain includes a variety of 
equipment with different levels of functionality, e.g. the user equipment 
might have a removable smart card. This domain is divided into two 
parts: Mobile Equipment (ME) Domain and User Services Identify 
Module Domain (USIM).   
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2.2.1.2. UMTS Components  
The components of UMTS architecture are as follows: 
 GGSN (Gateway GPRS Support Node): Provides access to the services 
area over the Internet  
 SGSN (Serving GPRS Support Node): Provides the functions of 
network access node and mobility management  
 IMS (IP Multimedia System): Responsible for delivering internet 
services over GPRS. It supports other networks and provides an open 
standards-based network that delivers integrated multimedia services. 
 MSC (Mobile Switching Centre): Contains connection management 
functionality. The MSC server is also responsible for mobile 
management and contains the VLR (Visitor Location Register).  
 HSS (Home Subscriber Server): Is an evolution of the Home Location 
Register. HSS provides storage for relevant information for both GSM 
and UMTS subscribers. HSS has two parts: User Profiles and User 
Locations. 
 GMSC (Gateway Mobile Switching Centre): works as a gateway 
between PLMN (Public Land Mobile Network) and PSTN (Public 
Switched Telephone Network) in order to provide the necessary 
signalling and convert traffic formats between two networks. For mobile 
terminated calls, it interacts with the HSS to obtain routing information. 
 RNS (Radio Network Subsystem): Contains one RNC and is responsible 
for the resources and Transmission/Receiving in a set of cells. 
 RNC (Radio Network Controller): Enables autonomous Radio Resource 
Management (RRM) by UTRAN and is responsible for controlling the 
use and integrity of the radio resources. RNC also assists in the soft 
handover of UEs when a UE moves from one cell to another.  
 Node B: Is a physical unit of radio transmission/reception within a cell. 
It can support both TDD and FDD modes. Node-B is responsible for 
Forward Error Correction (FEC), rate adaptation, W-CDMA 
spreading/dispreading and QPSK modulation on the air interface.  
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2.2.2. WLAN 
Wireless LAN technology has evolved to extend LANs, which was emerged 
during 1970s to enable sharing of expensive resources such as printers and to 
manage the wiring problem caused by increasing number of terminals in offices. 
By the early 1980s, three standards for LAN were developed: Ethernet (IEEE 
802.3), Token Bus (IEEE 802.4) and Token Ring (IEEE 802.5); they each 
specified distinct physical (PHY) and medium access channel (MAC) layers and 
different topologies for networking. Currently, LANs are mostly based on 
switched Ethernet technology that consists of an interconnection of hosts and 
routers. The 802.11 [16] industry standard and its various revisions are a 
particular form of Wireless LAN. 802.11 WLAN is commonly referred to as 
“Wi-Fi” (Wireless Fidelity). The IEEE802.11 Working Group was formed in 
1990 to define standard physical (PHY) and medium-access control (MAC) 
layers for WLANs in the publicly available ISM (Industrial, Scientific and 
Medical) bands. The original goal was to have data rates of 2Mbps, falling back 
to 1 Mbps in the presence of interference or if the signal became too weak.  
Since then, several task groups (designated by letters) have been created to 
extend the IEEE 802.11 standard. Task groups 802.11b [17] and 802.11a [17] 
have completed their work by providing two relevant extensions to the original 
standard. The 802.11b task group produced a standard for WLAN operations in 
the 2.4 GHz band, with data rates up to 11Mbps. This standard, published in 
1999, has been very successful in its deployment in public places. The 802.11a 
task group created a standard for WLAN operations in the 5GHz band, with data 
rates up to 54Mbps. Among the other task groups, it is worth mentioning task 
group 802.11e (which propose algorithms to enhance the MAC with QoS 
features to support voice and video over 802.11 networks) and task group 
802.11g (which is working to develop a 54Mbps data rate extension to 802.11b 
at 2.4 GHz). 
Wireless LANs can provide almost all the functionality and high data-trans- 
mission rates offered by wired LANs, but without the physical constraints of the 
wire itself. Wireless LAN configurations have wide variety of applications from 
temporary independent connections between two computers to managed data 
communication networks that interconnect to other data networks (such as the 
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Internet). Data rates for WLAN systems typically vary from 1 Mbps to more than 
100 Mbps. 
Wireless LAN systems may be used to provide service to visiting users in 
specific areas (called “hot spots”). Hot spots are geographic regions or service 
access points that have a higher amount of usage than average. Examples of hot 
spots include wireless LAN (WLAN) access points in a trains, buses, railway 
stations and coffee shops. 
2.2.2.1. WLAN Components 
 End User Access Devices (Stations): End user access devices are called 
stations (STA) in a WLAN system. End user stations are transmitter and 
receiver that convert radio signals into digital signals that can be routed 
to and from communication devices. 
 Access Points (APs): An access point (AP) is a radio access transceiver 
(combined transmitter and receiver) that is used to connect wireless data 
devices (stations) to a Local Area Network (LAN) system. Access 
points convert and control the sending of data packets and can connect 
one or many wireless devices to a wired LAN[16]. Access points can 
perform one or many types of data transfer functions including bridging 
(linking networks), retransmitting (repeating), distributing (hubs), 
directing packets (switching or routing) or to adapt formats for other 
types of networks (gateways).  
 Gateway: Gateways are communications devices or assemblies that 
transform data that is received from one network into a format that can 
be used by a different network. Wireless gateways are access points that 
can assign temporary IP addresses (DHCP) to nodes and have the ability 
to share a single public IP addresses with several private IP addresses.  
2.2.3. Wireless Metropolitan Area Network (WMAN) 
Wireless metropolitan area network (WMAN) are wireless networks that provide 
data communication access throughout an urban or city geographic area. There 
are thousands of WMANs that are in use throughout the world and the common 
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applications include interconnecting law-enforcement, public utility, or public 
safety communication services.  
With the introduction of Broadband Wireless Access (BWA) technology, 
WMANs can be used to provide broadband access to public users in an urban 
area. This allows WMAN systems to compete with other technologies such as 
Digital Subscribe Line (DSL) and cable modems.  
To develop a cost effective, high-speed data transmission WMAN system, the 
IEEE created the 802.16 [18]. The 802.16 systems is a line of sight system that 
operates in the 10 to 66 GHz of radio spectrum.  WiMAX (World 
Interoperability for Microwave Access), based on the IEEE 802.16 standard, is 
aimed to provide wireless data over long distances, in a variety of different ways, 
from point to point links to full mobile cellular type access.   
2.3. OSI reference model and mobility management 
The OSI reference model breaks the communication into seven layers. Each layer 
has a well-defined scope of its functions clearly. When it comes to mobility 
management, there are techniques that can be used at each layer. This section 
gives a brief overview of these techniques.  
 Physical Layer: this layer transmits the bit stream over an interface or 
media between sender and receiver. The air interface in wireless 
communication is responsible for carrying radio signals and finally the 
data from sender to receiver antennas. 
 Data Link Layer: is responsible for specifications of the logical 
connection across a physical link. This layer also manages the Pico-
mobility. The Media Access Control (MAC) and the Logical Link 
Control (LLC) are the data link sub layers. Permission to transmit data, 
frame synchronization, flow control and error checking are the main 
defined object for this layer. The wireless networks include cellular 
networks, Wireless Local Area Networks (802.11), WiMAX Networks, 
and home area networks (Bluetooth) are some example of wireless 
protocols in this layer. 
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 Network Layer: this layer provides switching and routing technologies. 
Addressing, internetworking, error handling, congestion control are the 
other function of third layer of OSI reference model. Network layer in 
mobile networks besides the addressing and care of MN addressing is 
responsible for location and handover management. Mobile IP (MIP) [1] 
is one of the most important protocols for macro mobility management 
and Hierarchical Mobile IP (HMIP)[19] is a sample for Micro-mobility 
roaming. 
 Transport Layer: this layer is responsible for transparent transfer of data 
between two end systems. This layer provides error recovery and flow 
control and the key differences with network layer is that transport layer 
is end-to-end while network layer is a point-to-point chain between 
routers. This layer also can provide functionality for multi-homing and 
handover management in mobile networks. mSCTP[20] is an example 
of a handover management protocol in this layer that uses the multi-
homing feature of SCTP to handle micro and macro mobility. Mobile 
SCTP (mSCTP) [21] is the new extension of SCTP that uses the multi-
homing feature of SCTP to manage handover in wireless networks. The 
mSCTP needs to use a location management protocol like Mobile IP 
(MIP) [1], Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [22] or any other location 
management protocol to complete the mobility management process, the 
details of this is explained in the next chapter and further information is 
available in [23 2006].   
 Session, Presentation and Application Layers: these layers which mostly 
recognised as application layer support applications and end users’ 
processes. Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA) that 
are part of security in computer networks is part of the tasks in these 
layers. In mobile communication, this layer can perform a role in 
handover management and location management. Session Initiation 
Protocol (SIP)[22] is an example of location management that operates 
in this layer.   
There are many proposals to manage mobility in different layers of protocol 
stack that some of them are addressed in the following sections.  
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2.4. Application based terminal mobility  
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is the main mobility management protocol in 
application layer, specified in IETF RFC–3261 [22]. SIP can establish, modify 
and terminate multimedia sessions. The main function of SIP is to establish real-
time calls and conferences over internet-protocol networks.  Each session may 
include different types of data, such as audio and video, although currently most 
SIP extensions address audio communication. [24] 
SIP defines a number of components, namely user agents (application that 
initiates the SIP request), redirect servers (gives the client information about the 
next hops the message should take), proxy servers (receives SIP messages from a 
client or another proxy server and forwards the messages to the next SIP server 
in the network) and registrars (deals with current-location of user agent 
registration). SIP inherently supports personal mobility and can be extended to 
support service and terminal mobility. Terminal mobility allows a device to 
move between IP sub-nets, while continuing to be reachable for incoming 
requests and maintaining sessions across subnet changes. Mobility of hosts in 
heterogeneous networks is managed by using the terminal mobility support of 
SIP.  
Terminal mobility requires SIP to establish a connection either during the start of 
a new session, when the terminal or MN has already moved to a different 
location, or in the middle of a session. The former situation is referred to as pre-
call mobility, the latter as mid-call or in-session mobility. For pre-call mobility, 
the MN re-registers its new IP address with the Registrar server by sending a 
REGISTER message, while for mid-call mobility the terminal needs to intimate 
the Correspondent Node (CN) or the host communicating with the MN by 
sending a re-INVITE message about the terminal’s new IP address and updated 
session parameters. The MN also needs to register with the redirect server in the 
home network for future calls. Figure 2-3 shows the messages exchanged for 
setting up a session between a mobile node and a correspondent node and 







Figure 2-3: SIP signalling 
 
SIP suffers from some drawbacks[25]. Firstly, the SIP session must be setup 
completely while the mobile terminal is in the overlap area of the cells to avoid 
connection disruption. Secondly, mobile node should acquire the IP address via 
DHCP that can increase the handover delay.  
2.5. Transport layer based mobility  
The single point of failure often is the main weakness of most end-to-end 
connections. This failure can happen in the wired or in the wireless part of the 
connection. In the wired part of the network, the failure may happen because of 
the medium or router problem that routing protocols can tackle by using different 
rerouting techniques. In the wireless part, the link failure can occur because of 
random errors in the medium, low bandwidth and mobility. It is reasonable to say 
that the link failure is more likely in the wireless than in the wired part of the 
network. Link failure has direct effect on higher layers, as transport-layer 
connections rely on the network connectivity and applications rely on the 
transport-layer connections. This is the main drive behind this work to develop a 
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novel transport layer solution for dealing with random link failures in mobile 
networks.  
Multi-homing is a concept that has been gaining more interest in the research 
communities [12]. Multi-homing addresses the problem of single point of failure 
by using the alternative connections. This feature provides both endpoints with 
multiple communication paths and thus the ability to failover (switch) to an 
alternative path when the link failure occurs. The simultaneous connectivity can 
be realised using multiple ISPs or multiple wireless access technologies, such as 
cellular networks (e.g. GPRS, UMTS) and wireless LANs and MANs (e.g. 
802.11, WiMAX). 
The current transport protocols, TCP and UDP, do not support multi-homing. 
TCP allows binding to only one network address at each connection ends. This is 
the main reason why a new transport-layer protocol, Stream Control 
Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [3], is being investigated in this research. SCTP is 
a general purpose transport layer protocol providing reliable ordered delivery of 
data (like TCP) and also unreliable data message (like UDP). SCTP also featured 
with multi-homing and multi-streaming capabilities.  
2.5.1. SCTP 
Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [3] is a general purpose 
transmission protocol for IP network data transmission. SCTP provides both 
reliable End-to-End data transmission, as TCP does, and unreliable data 
transmission, as UDP does. SCTP also supports partial reliable data transfer [26], 
which can be used in some applications and can carry reliable content - like text 
pages, billing and security information, setup signalling - as well as unreliable 
content e.g. multimedia packets or voice. SCTP provides message-oriented data 
transmission service. Each SCTP packet consists of a header and one or more 
data chunks and each chunk has also a header, which identifies its length, type, 
and any special flags the type needs. One of the features of SCTP is the 
flexibility of putting different chunk types into a single data packet. The only 
restriction, which imposes on the packet size, is that it cannot exceed the 
destination path’s maximum transmission unit (MTU) size. 
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To appreciate the functionalities of SCTP, a comparison between SCTP, TCP 
and UDP is presented in Table 2-1. 
 
Protocol Feature SCTP TCP UDP 
Reliable data transfer Yes Yes No 
Partial reliable data transfer Yes No No 
Connection oriented delivery Yes Yes No 
Congestion control and avoidance Yes Yes No 
Path MTU discovery and message 
fragmentation 
Yes Yes No 
Message bundling Yes Yes No 
Multi-homing Yes No No 
Multi-streaming Yes No No 
Ordered data deliver Yes Yes No 
Unordered data delivery Yes No Yes 
Path reachability check Yes No No 
Table 2-1: A summary of SCTP, TCP and UDP functionalities[27]  
 
An SCTP connection, called association, includes two major new capabilities, 
multi-homing and multi-streaming.  
2.5.1.1. Multi-homing 
A host is called multi-homed if it is reachable or accessible through multiple IP 
addresses. This feature of SCTP, multi-homing, allows for binding of one 
transport-layer association to multiple IP addresses, which makes an SCTP 
sender capable of sending data to a multi-homed receiver through different 
destination addresses as illustrated in Figure 2-4. Therefore, if one of the IP 
addresses becomes unreachable, which could happen due to link failure as MN is 
too far from an access point, failing in ISP or failing in host’s interface, the 
destination host can still receive data through an alternative interface. 
The multi-homing feature of the SCTP allows binding of one transport layer 
association to multiple IP addresses at each end of the association. SCTP has a 
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built-in failure detection and recovery system, known as failover, which allows 
associations to dynamically send traffic to an alternate peer IP address when 
needed. SCTP’s failover mechanism is static and does not adapt to application 
requirements or network conditions.  
As a TCP connection uses a single IP address at each end host, the possible 
connections between host A and B, in Figure 2-4, are (A1,B1), (A1,B2), (A2,B1) 
or (A2,B2). SCTP connection allows association between all available IP 
addresses at each end point. Hence, an SCTP association between host A and B 













Figure 2-4: Multi-homing Scenario 
 
This feature of SCTP is currently used for redundancy or fault tolerance. If one 
destination address becomes unreachable, the destination can still send and 
receive via other interfaces bound to the association. When the peer is multi-
homed, an SCTP endpoint will normally be required to select one of the peer’s 
destination addresses as the primary destination address. All other destination 
addresses or associations of the peer become alternate or backup addresses. The 
endpoints periodically check the availability and reachability of the links. In 
SCTP signalling, HEARTBEAT chunks are responsible for keeping the 
reachability status up-to-date [3].  
In the case of error detection or packet loss, the end point re-transmits packets to 
an alternate address. Continued failure to reach the primary address ultimately 
results in failure detection, at which time the end point transmits all chunks to an 
alternate destination until the primary destination becomes reachable again. 
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2.5.1.2. Multi-streaming 
Another important feature of SCTP is multi-streaming. In a TCP connection, all 
bytes received must be processed in the same order they were sent. For instance, 
if a segment is transmitted first, it must safely arrive at the destination before a 
second message can be processed even if the second segment arrives earlier. 
SCTP has the ability to process multiple segments (in any order of arrival) by 
sending segments in different streams. Therefore, SCTP distinguishes different 
streams of messages within one SCTP association.   
Figure 2-5 shows a multi-streamed association between hosts A and B. During 
this example, host A requested three streams to host B (numbered 0 to 2), and 
host B requested only one stream to host A (numbered 0). 
 
 
Figure 2-5: Multi-streaming Scenario 
 
The multi-streaming allows independent delivery among data stream. 
Application data can be portioned into multiple streams. These portions or data 
chunks will be formed inside an SCTP packet and each packet can contain 
multiple data chunks from different applications. Chunks header contains 
Transmission Sequence Number (TSN), Stream ID and Stream Sequence 
Number (SSN) that can provide independent delivery of each stream to the 
application.  
Figure 2-6 depicted the functionality of multi-streaming and multi-homing in an 
SCTP association. Multi-homing allows binding more than one IP address at 
each end and in the SCTP association this let the communication switch between 
this IP addresses. The links that is carry the transmission called “primary path” 
and the other link as “secondary path” which is an alternative path for packet 
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retransmission or failover purposes. Also, the functionality of multi-streaming 
allows different applications to handle via separated streams. This will solve the 
Head-of-Line (HoL) Blocking drawback of TCP that uses only one stream per 
communication link. Therefore in SCTP, if data on Stream 1 (S1) is lost, only 
Stream 1 is blocked at the receiver while waiting for re-transmission and other 




Figure 2-6: SCTP association with both multi-streaming/multi-homing features (End point 
A is a Sender and B is a receiver) 
2.5.2. Mobile SCTP (mSCTP) 
With the help of the dynamic address reconfiguration, the SCTP with the ADDIP 
extension (called mSCTP[8, 20]) would provide soft handover for the mobile 
terminals without any additional support of routers/agents in the networks. The 
ADDIP extension enables the SCTP to add, delete and change the IP addresses 
during active SCTP association. In this scheme SCTP with ADDIP takes care of 
handover and provides a soft and seamless roaming and a location management 
protocol like MIP or SIP is used for keep tracking of the MN movements.  
Dynamic Address Reconfiguration (DAR) is an extended message to send Add-
IP, Delete-IP and set Primary IP Parameters. In order to deliver these DAR 
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parameters, two additional chunks, Address Configuration Change Chunk 
(ASCONF) and Address Configuration Acknowledgment (ASCONF-ACK) are 
defined [7].  
Figure 2-7 shows the ASCONF chunk format involved in DAR [7]. The Type 
field is filled with the value, 0xC1, to identify ASCONF chunk and the Flag field 
sets to 0 as it is not used in this chunk. The Chunk length field denotes the length 
of the chunk and serial number is used in order to distinguish a particular 
ASCONF chunk from other chunks. Address parameter is set to a sender address. 
ASCONF parameter fields contain add-IP, delete-IP, and set-primary-IP 
parameters.  
 
Figure 2-7: ASCONF Chunk Format 
 
ASCONF parameters are formed in the shown structure in Figure 2-8. Type field 
gets the value of 0x001, 0x002, 0x004 for add-IP, delete-IP, and set-primary-IP 
parameters respectively. Length is the size of parameter, which depends on the 
address parameter length. The address parameter length as described in 
subsection 3.3.2.1 of RFC2960 is 8 bytes for IPv4 and 20 Bytes for IPv6. 
ASCONF-request correlation ID is used for a sender of the ASCONF chunk to 
distinguish the particular chunk from other chunks. 
 
 
Figure 2-8: ASCONF Parameter format for Add-IP, Delete-IP and set primary-IP 
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Figure 2-9 shows the functionality of mSCTP in a micro and macro mobility 
scenarios. Mobility between cells 1 and 2 or cells 3 and 4 represents a micro 
mobility scenario that movements are within the domains. The movement from 
cells 2 to 3 that the domain has to be changed is a macro mobility scenario. The 
new location of the MN must be registered with MN Home agent.  mSCTP can 
work in both scenarios by establishing a new connection with the new 
domain/cell on the free interface at the time the MN enters into the overlap area. 
At the suitable time when the second interface finished acquiring the IP address 
and registered it with MN’s Home agent SCTP association between CN and MN 
switches over to the second interface. And finally when the MN leaves the 
overlap areas the old connection will be deleted form the SCTP association.  
 
 
Figure 2-9: Micro and macro mobility in multi-homed scenario with mSCTP 
 
The connection, handover procedure and exchange messages can be summarised 
as follow: 
 Initiation of the session by a mobile client obtaining an IP address for a 
new location and sending ASCONF with Add-IP carrying the new IP  
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 Adding the new IP address to the SCTP association and sending 
ASCONF-ACK 
 Changing the primary IP address, by sending ASCONF with Set 
Primary, rules for changing the primary IP address and the suitable time 
for the switch to a new address is a challenging issue of the mSCTP.  
 Sending ASCONF-ACK and change the primary IP address 
 Removing the old IP address from the SCTP association by sending 
ASCONF with Delete IP carrying the old IP 
 Deleting  the IP form the SCTP association and send ASCONF-ACK 
2.6. Network layer based mobility 
Mobile IP [28] is an extension to IP proposed by the Internet Engineering Task 
Force (IETF), which was designed to address IP addressing for mobile users. 
Mobile IP has been proposed as a solution for mobility support and provides 
users with the freedom to roam beyond their home subnet while consistently 
maintaining their home IP address.  
Generally, mobile IP is most useful in the environments where a wireless 
technology is being utilized. This includes cellular environments as well as 
wireless LAN situations that may require roaming. Each mobile node is always 
identified by its home address, no matter where its current point of attachment to 
the Internet is, allowing for transparent mobility with respect to the network and 
all other nodes. Home address is the address that is allocated to the mobile node 
by its home agent and remaining unchanged while it is moving in different 
coverage areas. In MIP, the only devices that need to be aware of the movement 
of this node are the mobile node and a router serving the user’s home subnet.  
Mobile IP has three components as follows: 
 Mobile Node (MN): is user equipment like Mobile phone, PDA or 
laptop. 
 Home Agent (HA): is a router on the home network operating as the 
anchor point for communication for MN. 
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 Foreign Agent (FA): is a specialised router on the foreign network that 
MN is currently visiting and operates as a point of attachment for the 
MN to that foreign network. FA delivers the packets destined to MN 
from HA.      
MIP is a network layer based solution for mobility management. It can provide a 
single approach solution for both addressing and handover managements for a 
mobile node. In MIP a Mobile Node (MN) should use two IP addresses: a 
permanent address or home address, assigned to the host and acting as its end 
point identifier; and the care of address (CoA), providing the host’s fixed 
address. In MIP, the mobility agents known as Home Agent (HA) and Foreign 
Agent (FA; only for IPv4) are employed for location management as well as data 
transport. The HA is the entity that maintains location information for the host. It 
resides in the host home network and is responsible (when the MN is away from 
home) for keeping track of current location of MN by storing its CoA and 
tunnelling the incoming data to the current location of the MN. 
Mobile IP has four particular stages as  explained in RFC 3344: [1]  
Agent Discovery: This mechanism is an extension of Router Advertisement 
protocol (specified in RFC 1256). FAs and HAs are broadcasting their own 
Agent Advertisement messages at regular intervals. In addition to information 
related to the default router, these messages carry information about care-of-
addresses and a flag indicating whether it is a home agent, foreign agent or both. 
These messages in the next step received and examined by MNs in order to find 
out whether they are in the home network or the foreign network. Then the 
mobile node can accelerate this procedure by sending out an Agent Solicitation 
message instead of waiting for an Agent Advertisement. 
Registration Stage: This mechanism consists of the following steps: 
 If the mobile node discovers that it is in a foreign network, it sends a 
registration Request message to the FA to register with it. This message 
includes the mobile node’s permanent IP address and the IP address of 
its home agent. 
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 The FA, in turn, relays the Registration message, containing the mobile 
node’s home IP address and the IP address of the FA,  to the HA of that 
mobile node. 
 The HA receives this Registration request message, updates its mobility 
binding table and sends an acknowledgment to the FA.  
 The FA updates its visitor list and relays the message to the mobile 
node. 
Tunnelling Stage: As The CN knows about the permanent IP address of the 
mobile node, it sends all packets to this address. When the HA receives the 
packet, it reads the packet and checks its mobility binding table to extract the 
current location (CoA) of the mobile node. The HA, uses this CoA to create a 
new IP header, that the old IP packet is placed in the payload of the new packet.  
This process is called “Tunnelling” or “IP-in-IP encapsulation” [29]. 
The FA receives the packet and decapsulates it and finds out the mobile node’s 
home address. Then, the FA checks its visitor list to see whether it has an entry 
for that mobile node. If the FA finds an entry for that mobile node, it retrieves the 
corresponding media address and relays the packet to the destined mobile node. 
In the reverse communication, when the mobile node sends a packet to the 
correspondent node, it sends the packet to the FA and the FA sends the packet to 
the correspondent node directly. The FA gives services to the mobile node as 
long as the lifetime has not expired. If the mobile node wants to continue using 
that FA service, it should re-register with that FA. 
Deregistration stage: If a mobile node wants to turn off or move to another area, 
which is covered by a new FA, it should drop its care-of-address by 
deregistration with its home address. To do so, the Mobile node sends a 
Registration Request with a lifetime set to zero to its HA. There is no need to 
deregister with the FA because the lifetime will expire and the mobile node 
deregisters automatically. Before the lifetime with the FA has expired, all the 
packets sent to the mobile node are lost because the old FA does not know the 




Figure 2-10: Basic operation of Mobile IP 
The routing update latency can drop many packets transmitting to the mobile 
node. Mobile IPv6 route optimization allows direct communication between the 
correspondent node and the mobile node, but the packet-loss duration during 
handover would increase with the distance between the two nodes. Hierarchical 
mobile IPv6 partially solves this problem, using mobility anchor points in foreign 
networks to manage routing changes within their domain. Correspondent nodes 
contain the mobile agent’s regional or hierarchical address rather than the mobile 
node’s address. This solution reduces the duration of packet loss. Fast handover 
also minimizes packet-loss duration. The mobile node obtains a new address for 
the new access router while still connected to the old access router. The mobile 
node then sends the binding update to the old access router, which redirects 
packets to the new care-of address. 
2.7. Data link based mobility (IEEE802.21)  
The IEEE 802.21 [30] framework improves the network discovery by 
exchanging network information and helps mobile nodes decide which networks 
are available in their current location. This information could include link type, 
the link identifier, link availability and link quality etc. of nearby network links. 
This procedure allows the mobile node select from the available links based on 
the required services, QoS and probably pricing.  
Handovers may occur either between two different access networks or between 













service continuity is defined as the continuation of the service during and after 
the handover while minimizing aspects such as data loss and break time during 
the handover without requiring any user intervention. The change of access 
network may or may not be noticeable to the end user, but there should be no 
need for the user to re-establish the service. There may be a change in service 
quality as a consequence of the transition between different networks due to the 
varying capabilities and characteristics of the access networks. For example if the 
QoS supported by new access network is unacceptable, higher layer entities may 
decide not to handover or may terminate the current session after the handover 
based on applicable policies. This specification specifies essential elements 
which enable service continuity.  
The scope of the IEEE 802.21 (Media Independent Handover) standard is to 
develop a specification that provides link layer intelligence and other related 
network information to upper layers to optimise handovers between 
heterogeneous media. This includes links specified by 3GPP, 3GPP2 and both 
wired and wireless media in the IEEE 802 family of specifications. Handover 
control, handover policies and other algorithms involved in handover decision 
making are generally handled by communication system elements which do not 
fall within the scope of the IEEE 802.21 standard. Figure 2-11 shows the IEEE 
802.21 architecture.   
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(802.11 , 802.16 , 802.3 , 3GPP , 3GPP2 , ...)
Media Independent Handover (MIH) Function
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Figure 2-11: IEEE 802.21 architecture 
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2.8. Group mobility management 
Protocols to handle mobility for a single node across different layers have been 
considered in the previous sections. There are some situations where a group of 
users (i.e. the users in a train, ship or airplane) must all be handed over to another 
access network within a short time span. This form of handover is called group 
handover (see Figure 2-12 handover scenarios, (a) single node mobility, (b) 
group mobility), which is the main focus of this thesis. 
 
Figure 2-12: Handover scenarios (a) single node mobility (b) group mobility 
 
In any group-handover scenario, there are two possible approaches. In the first 
approach, users can be handed over individually. This causes a huge amount of 
signalling overhead, as signalling for the handover must be sent/received by all 
the nodes within a short time span, causing phenomena such as a “Binding 
Update storm.” It is therefore an ineffective way of using access networks with 
scarce radio resources. In the second approach, all users are considered as a unit-
a complete network-and handover applies to the network as a whole. Here, all 
users in the mobile network have a common point of connectivity to the outside 
world, the Mobile Router (MR); the MR is treated as a MIP client that takes care 
of all mobility-related signalling. Hence, through this approach, network mobility 
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of handover performance, any suitable group-handover solution should be based 
on this concept. 
In the next chapter, all existing group-handover solutions are described and 
analysed in detail.  
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Chapter 3. Multi-homing and 
Group Mobility Management 
Solutions 
Before proposing solutions for the provision of group mobility in heterogeneous 
wireless environments, it is of paramount importance to understand existing 
contributions to the field, in terms of architectures, technical approaches and 
analytical techniques that may be applied to this work. It is therefore the 
intention of this Chapter to introduce existing related architectures and 
approaches and previously proposed analytical techniques. 
3.1. Multi-homing Solutions 
When a host has several interfaces and accordingly IP addresses to choose 
between, it is said a host is multi-homed [31]. Multi-homing offers three main 
benefits to hosts: it allows route recovery on failure, redundancy and load-
sharing. Many attempts have been made to propose a multi-homing protocol to 
fulfil some of above requirements. However, at the moment defining a protocol 
specifies how to use several interfaces inside a mobile node or mobile network is 
a challenging issue.  
As most of the other techniques in networking, multi-homing can be defined in 
different protocol stack layers and the general question is which layer is the most 
suitable for multi-homing? In this section, the multi-homing related works in 
different layers are considered.  
 Link Layer Multi-homing: Transmission in the link layer is based on 
byte-by-byte transport over an unreliable physical layer interfaces. Byte 
ordering is an important issue in this layer, therefore, for preventing out-
of-order delivery and also reconstructing IP and MAC addressing for 
different interfaces, the overhead will be increased significantly and 
makes this layer unsuitable for multi-homing.  
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 Network Layer Multi-homing: network layer solutions should be 
transparent to the upper layers and do not impose extra overhead and/or 
interference for these layers. Network layer provides a point-to-point 
connection and therefore the solutions in this layer are involved in 
network or internet infrastructure with some changes.   
 Layer 3.5 Multi-homing: Host Identity Protocol [32] is a protocol 
defined for host mobility by decoupling the transport layer from the 
network layer. Multi-homing solution based on this protocol has been 
proposed in [33]. This solution binds the transport layer sockets to a 
host identifier that takes care of dynamically changing IP addresses and 
consequently handling the mobility and multi-homing. Recently, a HIP 
(Host Identity Payload) based mobility management protocol for NEMO 
has been proposed in [34] that reduces signalling and tunnelling 
overhead in IPv6-NEMO and increases the security but it suffers from 
weaknesses of adding a new layer to the OSI reference model and non 
transparency for the end users.         
 Transport Layer Multi-homing: multi-homing at the transport layer is 
controlling multiple paths simultaneously. Unlike TCP that cannot 
support multi-homing some transport layer protocols like SCTP [3] and 
pTCP [35] have been developed to support multi-homing. pTCP control 
different interfaces by defining a set of modified TCP for each interface 
and SCTP has been discussed in section 2.5.1.   
 Session Layer Multi-homing: session layer based solutions work like an 
interface between application and lower layers. Application sends the 
request to the session and based on the provided information; at the 
session layer decision about the suitable transport protocol for different 
interfaces is made[36].    
 Application Layer Multi-homing: application layer is where all the 
information about the application and its requirements exists. At first 
glance it looks to be a suitable position for striping the data and 
gathering it again in the receiver node, but, with taking in to the account 
lower layer problem like head of line blocking at the transport layer and 
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mobility issues the overall performance of multi-homing at this layer is 
not acceptable.  
Multiple Care of Addresses (MCoA) mechanism proposed at the IETF [37] to 
solve the problem of single CoA in the current MIPv6 and NEMO. MCoA 
supports more than one CoA registration with home network(s) and 
correspondent node by adding an extension to MIPv6 and configuring the 
tunnels. Based on MCoA mechanism in [38], a multiple tunnelling between HA 
and MR has been considered, with one of them can be defined as a default tunnel 
to take care of the packet transmission. In another study, Chio et al. [39] 
proposed a multi-homing mechanism type (1,2,1) - explained in section 4.2 - to 
support network mobility in next generation networks. Their solution is towards 
supporting the seamless connectivity for mobile network based on IPv6 by 
facilitating the network to multi-homed connectivity in the network level. 
Simulation results in [39] shows that two multi-homed scenario performing 
better handover delay but still far from achieving  seamless handover in network 
mobility scenario.   
3.2. Group Mobility Management Solutions 
In any group handover scenario, there are two possible approaches. In the first 
approach, users can be handed over individually. This causes a huge amount of 
signalling overhead, as signalling for the handover must be sent/received by all 
the nodes within in a small time span, causing phenomenon known as a “Binding 
Update Storm.” Individual handover is therefore an ineffective way of using 
access networks with scarce radio resources. In the second approach, all users are 
considered as a unit -a complete network- and handover applies to the network as 
a whole. Here, all users in the mobile network use a common point of 
connectivity to the outside world called the Mobile Router (MR). The MR is 
treated as a MIP client, which takes care of all mobility-related signalling. 
Hence, through this approach, mobility of the network is transparent to users. As 
the latter approach yields obvious advantages in terms of handover performance, 
any suitable group handover solution should be based on this concept. 
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For any group-handover solution to be practical, it must meet the following 
requirements in a satisfactory manner: [40, 41] 
Scalability: The solution should be scalable to a considerable number of 
participating MNs (e.g. the number of nodes in a train, airplane or ship) 
Re-use of existing protocols: If possible, the solution should only require the 
enhancement of existing protocols, such as MIPv6 
Efficiency: The suggested solution should provide an efficient way of using 
radio resources by reducing the amount of signalling overhead 
Minimum changes to the outside world: The suggested solution should not 
cause any major modifications to entities in existing networks. However, it is 
expected that some network entities will be added 
Reliability: The suggested solution should be reliable and robust   
The solution must also address the following issues, important to its applicability 
in the range of group mobility scenarios in heterogeneous environments [42] 
Migration from one access network to another: The whole mobile network 
moves as a unit (network entities remain co-located), using a MR to provide 
Internet connectivity for nodes within the network 
Joining/leaving a mobile network: MNs can freely join/leave mobile networks 
and are able to connect to different types of access networks 
Route Optimisation: To improve handover performance and reduce traffic 
delays, routes to the mobile network should be optimised as efficiently as 
possible 
Nested mobility: One or more mobile networks can be hierarchically situated 
below a top-level mobile network. For instance, a Personal Area Network (PAN) 
might join the mobile network in a train or airplane 
Multi-homing/multi-access: The MR can have multi-link capabilities, thus able 
to use more than one access network simultaneously to assist reliability and 
provide application-optimised communications 
In the following sub-sections, relevant group-handover solutions are analyzed 
and their advantages/disadvantages are addressed according to the above criteria. 
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3.2.1. Hierarchical Mobile IP (HMIPv6) 
HMIPv6 was developed by Ericsson and INRIA and is specified in IETF RFC 
4140 [19]. The HMIPv6 supports a hierarchical mobility management in order to 
reduce the amount of binding-update signalling to corresponding nodes and the 
home agent. Although the HMIPv6 focuses on mobile nodes rather than mobile 
networks, it may improve handover speed in mobile networks using the 
“extended mode”.[40] 
For addressing the network mobility in HMIPv6, a hierarchy of Mobility Anchor 
Points (MAPs) is needed. In the simplest case, this hierarchy of MAPs consists 
of a mobile router and a higher-level MAP. The mobile router must be 
configured in HMIPv6 extended mode, while the higher-level MAP may use 
either basic or extended mode. Due to hierarchical nature of this solution, nodes 
in the mobility network have three care-of addresses, one local and two regional 
(one belongs to the MR and the other one belongs to the higher-level MAP). All 
MAPs send announcement messages and the nodes in the mobile network 
receive these announcements and update their own binding caches; therefore, all 
nodes must be aware of the mobility of the MR.  
3.2.1.1. Advantages and Drawbacks 
In order to implement this hierarchical mobility management, some extensions to 
MIPv6 and “Neighbour Discovery Protocol” should be added. This solution also 
requires minor modifications to the mobile nodes and the home agent (only in 
extended mode), but the correspondent nodes remain unaffected. The rule of the 
MAPs is to limit the signalling outside a local domain and support fast 
handovers. The more hierarchical a network topology, the more efficient 
HMIPv6 is. Theoretically, the HMIPv6 can support very complex topologies 
including nested mobile networks. However, this is more a theoretical option, 
since many detailed questions are not solved in [19]. The approach might not 
scale well to a large number of hierarchies.  
As previously mentioned, this solution only works for mobile nodes being aware 
of mobility; therefore, every node has to handle its own mobility. As a result, 
"Fixed" nodes are not supported. The main problem of this solution is security. 
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The HMIPv6 addresses many of security problems[19], such as return rout-
ability tests, but that version does not explicitly mention mobile networks. 
3.2.2. Prefix Scope Binding Updates 
The Prefix Scope Binding Update solution uses Mobile IPv6 Binding Update, but 
associates a care-of-address with a prefix instead of a single address [43]. The 
main assumption in this solution is that all nodes in a mobile network share a 
common prefix and the MR's ingress interface is configured with the mobile 
network prefix. In this solution, the Mobile IPv6 Binding Update has been 
modified to have a new sub-option, containing the mobile network prefix field. 
The binding-cache management in the MR's home agent, as well as in the 
correspondent nodes, should also be slightly modified compared to MIPv6 
(particularly in searching for entries) so that the address comparison considers 
prefixes. This modification in correspondent nodes is particularly important 
because routing optimisation can only be implemented if the correspondent node 
explicitly supports Prefix Scope Binding Updates. By implementing the route 
optimisation, it is possible to address the Binding Update Storm problem of 
MIPv6 and reduce the amount of Binding Update signalling as only one Binding 
Update has to be sent to every Correspondent Node in the entire mobile network 
[40]. 
In this solution, the home agent uses the proxy neighbourhood advertisements to 
intercept all packets sent to the mobile network prefix, and then forwards them to 
the MR’s CoA. Therefore, when the MR acquires a CoA, using this CoA will be 
enough for all packets destined to the nodes in the mobile network to reach their 
final destinations. In this case, all packets destined to nodes in the mobile 
network are forwarded to the care-of address of the MR.  
3.2.2.1. Advantages and Drawbacks  
The Prefix Scope Binding Update approach is not designed to address the 
following issues[40]:  
 It cannot provide Multi-homing because the mobile network attaches to 
the Internet using only one egress interface.  
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 This solution addresses only local fixed nodes. The IETF Internet-Draft 
[43] does not address problems related to mobile nodes.  
 Nested networks are not supported in this approach. 
Taking into account all these restrictions, very simple mobile networks, including 
only one mobile router with only one direct connection to the Internet, could be 
considered in this approach. There might be practical scenarios for this simple 
case, but a more general approach, which provides support for visiting mobile 
nodes and multi-homing, is more desirable.  
3.2.3. Mobile Router Tunnelling Protocol  
The third solution of moving network scenario is described in [44]. This solution 
is based on a bi-directional tunnel between the MR and its home agent. Apart 
from some modifications to the packet forwarding implementations, this method 
uses Mobile IPv6 without any modification. Generally speaking, MR has two 
different modes in this solution: 
 Fully Enabled Mobile Router: The mobile router (MR) uses a dynamic 
routing protocol, acts like a normal fixed router in the Internet and 
redirects traffic towards its home agent by means of a dynamic routing 
protocol. The dynamic routing protocol updates the routing state 
between the home agent, mobile router and gateways to the Internet 
 Consumer Mobile Router: When the MR is not at home, its home agent 
uses static routes for a restricted set of links behind the MR. These static 
routes are pre-configured  
Regardless of which mode the MR uses, the receiving packets are examined by 
the MR’s home agent and are encapsulated and tunnelled to the MR’s CoA. In 
order to have this method to work properly, both the mobile router and its home 
agent should be aware of tunnel establishment and know that packets for the 
mobile network must be routed through that tunnel. In order to do so, some 
signalling information should be sent between the MR and its home agent. These 
signalling messages could be either implicit (meaning that no changes to the 
Mobile IP messages are required) or explicit. For explicit signalling, an optional 
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“mobile network option” is defined in order to specify prefix mappings, which 
may be included in Binding Updates and Binding Acknowledgments [40].  
3.2.3.1. Advantages and drawbacks  
Mobile Router Tunnelling Protocol like Prefix Scope Binding Updates uses the 
prefix option, but there are three main differences between these two solutions. 
Firstly, the current version of Mobile Router Tunnelling Protocol does not 
support any routing optimisation to and from the mobile network (Route 
Optimization issues are under investigation). As a result, no binding updates are 
sent to the correspondent nodes. Secondly, Mobile Router Tunnelling Protocol 
supports mobile nodes. These mobile nodes can attach to the mobile network 
using Mobile IP features and can get a care-of address of the link inside the 
mobile network. Finally, nested mobile networks are possible in this solution 
because a mobile router can insert several prefixes on the home link.  
As a dynamic routing protocol can be used inside the mobile network, as well as 
on the home network, multi-homing could be possible in this solution (although 
it is not considered in [44]).  
Another important advantage of this solution is that neither Mobile IP nor routing 
protocols should be modified, and therefore no additional security problems 
occur. In this approach, a considerable part of the problem is shifted from Mobile 
IP to the dynamic routing protocol i.e. it is up to the routing protocol to decide 
whether a route may be injected in the home link, and up to existing 
Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA) mechanisms to decide 
whether a mobile node may attach to a mobile network.  
The main problem is that networks with fast topology changes, such as ad-hoc 
networks, cannot be supported. This problem stems from the fact that, the Mobile 
IP is only used to establish the tunnel between the mobile router and its home 
agent and mobility is handled by the chosen routing protocol on the home link. 
Therefore, if the routing protocol converges slowly, frequent handovers cannot 
be handled by this solution. 
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3.2.4. Optimised Route Cache Management Protocol for Network 
Mobility (ORC)  
This solution is the most recent solution for network mobility. This solution uses 
the bi-directional tunnel between MR and HA [2, 45] and some other 
characteristics of the previous solutions such as prefix-scoped binding updates. 
The new features of this solution, compared with previous solutions, are:  
 The home address of the mobile router is assigned to the ingress 
interface of the Mobile Router (and not the egress interface) 
 There is a two-step approach in the search algorithm for the binding 
cache 
 The “Prefix Delegation” concept is introduced for the assignment of the 
mobile network prefix 
 
The ORC protocol also introduces a new architectural component called the 
Optimized Route Cache (ORC) router, which deals with routing messages. If this 
router is used relatively close to the CN, route optimisation can be achieved 
without any modification to the CN. 
By using ORC routers, some important advantages can be obtained. As 
previously mentioned, route optimisation can be deployed without modification 
to the CN by implementing an ORC router close to the CN--even as the next-hop 
router. In this case, the CN does not need to know anything about the changes. 
As CNs can be present anywhere in the Internet, these ORC routers can also be 
anywhere in the Internet to take advantage of this feature[40]. 
3.2.5. Comparison 
In this section, all the above mentioned solutions (HMIPv6, prefix scope binding 
updates, mobile router tunnelling protocol and ORC) are compared in order to 
find the most suitable solution for group mobility scenarios in heterogeneous 
environments. 
The HMIPv6 approach can support visiting mobile nodes, route optimisation and 
nested mobile networks, but cannot support local fixed nodes and multi-homing. 
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The Prefix Scope Binding Updates solution supports local fixed nodes, route 
optimisation between mobile network nodes and any CN in the Internet, but it 
cannot support visiting mobile nodes or nested mobile networks. The Mobile 
Router Tunnelling Protocol supports local fixed nodes, visiting mobile nodes and 
nested mobility. It also supports the running of a dynamic routing protocol 
between MR and HA, which makes this solution very scalable.  
The ORC protocol is the latest solution provided for network mobility 
management and can support most network mobility issues such as nesting, RO, 
secure RO and multi-homing. This solution, however, completely depends on the 
deployment of ORC routers throughout the Internet, requiring major changes to 
the Internet. 
As a result, Mobile Router Tunnelling Protocol is the most complete solution for 
group mobility in heterogeneous environments. This solution, which is an 
extension of the MIPv6 tunnelling approach, was chosen by the IETF’s NEtwork 
MObility (NEMO) working group as the most practical solution for group 
handover. According to the NEMO working group, the group mobility problem 
can be approached in two different phases, the “NEMO Basic Support” solution 
and the “NEMO Extended Support” solution. The Basic Support solution fulfils 
the following important goals [41, 42]. Firstly, the solution provides session 
continuity throughout the MN’s changes in points of attachment to the Internet 
during handover which is essential to the seamlessness of handovers, In other 
words, handovers to different access networks are transparent to the users. 
Secondly, the solution provides reachability for MNs, regardless of their current 
points of attachment to the Internet. To meet this objective, the Basic Support 
protocol allocates a globally available IP address to each node in the mobile 
network[2]. 
The NEMO Extended Support solution handles issues such as route optimisation 
and multi-homing, at the cost of considerable complexity to the scheme. In the 
next section, group mobility scenario, which appropriately reflects the 
complexities and implementation requirements of the NEMO Basic Support 
protocol, is presented. In section 4.1, multi-homing issues of NEMO and possible 
solutions were addressed.   
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3.3. NEtwork MObility (NEMO) 
There are some situations where a group of users (i.e. the users in a train, ship or 
an airplane) must all be handed over to another access network within a short 
span of time. This form of handover is called group handover. As seen in the 
previous section 3.2, the most suitable solution for network mobility is NEMO. 
NEMO has been nominated as the most complete solution for group mobility in 
heterogeneous mobile networks. In this section the detailed operation, tunneling 
configuration, strengths and drawbacks of this protocol will be addressed.  
3.3.1. NEMO Components 
NEMO is an extension of Mobile IPv6 that provides connectivity while an entire 
network is changing its point of attachment to the Internet. Based on NEMO, 
mobility functionality moves from mobile nodes to a mobile network's router 
(namely MR) and all users are considered as a unit and handover applies to the 
network as one. The Mobile Router (MR) is treated as MIP client and takes care 
of all network mobility related signalling. Hence through this approach, the 
mobility of the network is transparent to the users. 
 
 
Figure 3-1: NEMO components 
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The NEMO basic support solution components as shown in Figure 3-1 are as 
follows [2]: 
 Mobile Router (MR): The MR provides an external gateway for the 
nodes in the attached network 
 MR’s Home Network: This network to which the MR belongs 
 MR’s Home Agent: The router in the MR’s Home Network, which is 
responsible for MR’s network mobility 
 Local Fixed Nodes (LFNs): Fixed nodes in the MR’s network. These 
nodes are unable to change their point of attachment to the MR’s 
network. LFNs are mobility unaware nodes, meaning that they do not 
have any mobility software running on them  
 Local Mobile Nodes (LMNs): Mobile nodes in the MR’s network. 
These nodes are able to change their point of attachment to the MR’s 
network, but they are unable to leave the MR’s network  
 Visiting MNs (VMNs): Mobile nodes in the MR’s network. These 
nodes are capable of joining/leaving the MR’s network when necessary. 
VMNs are mobility-aware nodes, meaning that they must have mobility 
software such as MIPv6 installed and running 
 User’s Home Network: The network that the user is subscribed to. This 
network is responsible for maintaining the user’s profile, billing, 
authentication, traffic monitoring and other issues. It should be noted 
that different users might have different home networks 
 User’s Home Agent: The router in the user’s Home Network that is 
responsible for the user’s mobility   
In the MR-HA bidirectional tunnelling approach, which is essential for the 
functioning of the NEMO Basic Support Protocol, the MR acquires one or more 
IPv6 (it has to be IPv6 in NEMO Basic Support Protocol) prefixes from its home 
network. Then the MR assigns IP addresses to LFNs/LMNs from its IPv6 
prefixes. LMNs/LFNs use these IP addresses as their permanent IP addresses and 
register them with the MR’s HA. These IP addresses stay the same and will not 
change.    
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When a VMN joins the MR’s network, the MR assigns an IP address (based on 
the prefix) to the VMN, which the VMN uses as its CoA. The VMN then sends a 
Binding Update (BU) to its home network via the MR. On receiving the BU, the 
user’s HA updates its binding cache, replies with an acknowledgement. This 
CoA will stay the same as long as the VMN is in the MR’s network. 
3.3.2. Tunnelling Configuration 
In MIP[1], IP encapsulation is used to carry the packets from CN to the MN. The 
CN transmits the packets to MN-HA which knows the current location of MN 
and the MN-HA in an IP-in-IP encapsulation forwards the packet towards the 
MN. At the MN a decapsulation process will be performed to extract the original 
packets. Packet encapsulation is based on data encapsulation or data hiding in 
OSI reference model. Application data should pass through the network layers to 
add relevant header and/or trailer to the received packet from upper layers to 
communicate with the other end. 
 
 
Figure 3-2 Sender and receiver IP address fields in NEMO when CN is sender 
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NEMO[2] is a developed case of Mobile IP which can handle data transmission 
using two different tunnelling mechanisms. In NEMO a VMN gets a CoA from 
the MR’s network. This CoA has a prefix of the MR and will not be changed 
while the VMN is connected to the MR. If the CN wishes to communicate with 
the MN in the moving network the following process should be done: 
 CN is aware of the MN’s IP address that belongs to the home network’s 
domain and will place this address in the destination IP header field of 
packet. 
 The destination IP address has a prefix of the MN-HA and the packet is 
transmitted to the MN-HA. 
 The MN-HA knows the CoA of the MN. A packet encapsulation with 
MN-HA and MN-CoA in source and destination address fields will be 
formed. 
 As MN-CoA has a prefix of the MR, in the next stage this packet should 
be received by the MR-HA. 
 The MR might be out of the home network. In that case, the MR-HA 
which has the current IP address of the MR tunnels the packet again and 
sends it to the current location of MR. Source and destination IP 
addresses in this IP header are MR-HA and MR-CoA respectively.  
Figure 3-2 shows the source and destination IP addresses in each part of 
transmission when the CN is a sender. The reverse transmission from VMN to 
CN is formed by swapping the sender and receiver addresses in Figure 3-2.  
When the MR is away from its home network, it obtains a new address (primary 
CoA) and registers this new CoA with its home agent. When the new MR CoA 
registrations with its home agent finished, all traffic to visiting nodes within the 
mobile network is routed to the MR’s home agent and then double tunnelled 
(using IP-IP encapsulation) to the MR. As the MR roams through different 
domain and performs a hard handover, new CoA will be allocated to the MR that 
again must be registered with the MR-HA. The double tunnel is formed between 
the following objects: (see Figure 3-3) 
 Outer tunnel: from MR’s home agent to MR 
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 Inner Tunnel: from user’s home agent to the VMN 
 
Figure 3-3: IP traffic between a VMN and a CN using NEMO;1: Original data path, 2: 
Inner tunnel, 3: Outer tunnel 
 
Figure 3-4 illustrates the data path from a CN to a VMN node in the mobile 
network: 
 




The traffic to fixed/mobile nodes within the mobile network is routed to the 
MR’s home agent directly and then gets tunnelled (using IP-IP encapsulation) to 
the MR. 
Figure 3-5 illustrates the data path from a CN to a LFN/LMN node in the mobile 
network: 
 
Figure 3-5: Data path for a LFN/LMN 
3.4. Chapter Summary and Problem Definition 
In this chapter, all existing group-mobility solutions have been compared and the 
IETF’s NEtwork MObility (NEMO) working group’s choice, Mobile Router 
Tunnelling Protocol, is explained in detail. This solution, as is suggested by the 
NEMO working group, does NOT support group-mobility in heterogeneous 
wireless environments and multi-homing features. In order to address this issue, 
a novel group-mobility solution, which is an extension of the NEMO Basic 
Support protocol, is introduced in the next two chapters. 
A well-known weakness of NEMO structure is vertical handover[2] that can 
cause service disruption and disconnectivity during an end-to-end 
communication. Also, single point of failure in NEMO architecture is another 
source of distraction in the communication link. Multi-homing can tackle the 
problem of single point of failure which can be achieved at different layers. At 
the application layer, the firewall proxy services can provide this functionality. 
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At the transport layer, session allows binding multiple IP addresses at each end 
point. The network layer approaches to multi-homing are router-based and, 
finally, in data link and physical layers multi-homing can be implemented by 
manipulating MAC address to provide virtual server functionalities. 
As explained before, SCTP is a transport layer protocol with the ability of multi-
homing that can tackle the problem of single point of failure. This facility 
enables more than one connection via different interfaces and transmission paths 
between two end nodes.  
In the proposed architecture in the next chapter, the MR and the MR-HA has 
been selected to run multi-homed SCTP protocol, where the outer tunnel is 
performing. Running SCTP protocol on these multilayer routers (MR and its peer 
MR-HA) gives the opportunity of having another end-to-end protocol at the 
bottleneck of the network that always has to deal with air interface issues like 
unreliability and high packet error-rate. On the other side based on the mSCTP 
[20], having more than one connection between MR and MR-HA via different 
wireless network technologies or BSs can provide seamless vertical or horizontal 
handovers respectively. The other features that can be achieved are load 
balancing and load sharing that are out of scope of this thesis. 
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Chapter 4.  nSCTP: Seamless 
Handover for Moving Network  
As discussed in the previous chapter NEMO suffers from a well-known 
weakness, connection disruption while the mobile device migrates to a new 
coverage area. That is due to the delay for obtaining a new address from the 
migrated cell and registering this address with its home agent and finally 
resuming the transmission towards the new address/location.  
The conclusion of the previous chapter pointed out the necessity of having more 
than one connection at the wireless part of the NEMO structure. These parallel 
links will be dealt with mobility issues and also working as a “backup link(s)” at 
the part of the network that must handle high error-rate and interference and 
other consequences of the wireless media. Enabling multi-homing in the NEMO 
scenario, apart from solving the ubiquitous access by defining an alternative 
connection, could enhance the reliability and facilitate the load balancing and 
load sharing within the communication system. 
This chapter presents a new protocol to enhance the connection robustness by 
providing seamless global mobility, increasing fairness and avoiding congestion 
collapse for moving networks. The new protocol is a transport-layer tunneling 
protocol based on Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [3]. The new 
protocol provides a virtual reliable connection in the wireless channels to address 
the challenges of high bit error-rate, limited bandwidth and mobility 
management.   
Transport layer tunneling is a method for building a virtual circuit, by 
aggregating flows between two nodes or routers and treating them like a single 
connection. TCP tunnels can be deployed by Internet service providers and/or 
mobile network providers on point-to-point links to take advantages attributes of 
them and offer better service. TCP tunnel in this category has been widely used 
in several tunneling applications such as SSH[46], VTun[47] and HTun[48]. 
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Despite the efficiency of TCP trunking there are some well-known weaknesses 
that are mentioned in [49]. Firstly, stacking two TCP connections on top of each 
other increases the RTT for an end-to-end connection also causes some problems 
when the packet loss happens inside the tunnel. TCP is strictly reliable and 
retransmits the lost packets unlimitedly, while this could not be efficient in some 
cases especially about the UDP flows[50]. Secondly, in the wireless access 
networks where connections need to deal with huge a percentage of packet loss 
and handover, TCP tunneling does not seem to be a good solution.   
In this chapter, firstly the benefits of multi-homing in NEMO are outlined. Then, 
all possible multi-homing configurations for NEMO are explained and their 
practicalities evaluated against implementation criteria. The important criteria for 
group mobility scenarios are discussed and most suitable configuration for group 
handover scenario is presented and this selection is justified. In transport layer 
tunneling, SCTP/IP encapsulation/decapsulation have been defined. The data 
path and signalling issues for proposed scenario have been discussed. Finally, the 
outcome of this chapter is introducing nSCTP (NEMO-SCTP) protocol with the 
help of transport layer tunneling and data hiding algorithms that forms the basis 
of the investigations presented in this chapter.  
4.1. Benefits of multi-homing in NEMO 
4.1.1. Permanent and Ubiquitous access 
As implied before, in a mobile communication environment issues such as 
handover and high error-rate, will caused a mobile router with only single 
interface not to be efficient in most of the cases. Therefore, there is a need for a 
MR with several interfaces to provide ubiquitous access to the Internet that can 
be deployed everywhere and provide sufficient QoS for the nodes in the mobile 
network. For example, flow of traffic should be redirected from one interface 
(e.g. WLAN) to (an)other interface(s) (e.g. UMTS) due to the loss of 
connectivity or change of the network conditions such as available bandwidth 
and other QoS parameters. In addition, the handover entity should be able to 
select the most appropriate set of network interface(s) for the MR depending on 
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network conditions and the user’s required QoS. Hence, multi-homing is an 
essential feature of any scenario in heterogeneous wireless environments.   
4.1.2. Load sharing  
There are situations in which it would be advantageous if the traffic load is 
spread among several routes in order to improve QoS parameters such as end-to-
end delay, bandwidth, jitter, etc. For instance, if the voice part of a video clip 
uses a UMTS access network, as it provides less delay, and the video part of the 
traffic uses a WLAN access network, as it provides more bandwidth, a more 
effective use of resources can be achieved. Therefore, load sharing can provide 
many benefits for scenarios in heterogeneous wireless environments.  
4.1.3. Reliability  
The MR in NEMO provides connectivity to the outside world for all the nodes 
inside the mobile network; lose of connectivity to the Internet for the mobile 
router means all the nodes in the mobile network lose connectivity. As a result, 
the reliability of the MR’s connection to the Internet is essential.  
Mobile routers can be used to improve connection reliability and robustness even 
when implemented over access edge by enabling connection redundancy to the 
mobile router’s home agent. In that case the mobile nodes become client for a 
virtual service provider, which does not take part in the actual access technology.  
4.1.4. Aggregate bandwidth   
Depending on the user’s/application’s required bandwidth, the MR might have to 
increase the available bandwidth by using several interfaces to meet the demand. 
Therefore, aggregate bandwidth is an important issue for NEMO scenario, so that 
possibly heavy traffic could be handled in some circumstances. At the presence 
of multi-homing the alternative link that in normal traffic stays in the idle mode 
can switch to active condition to carry some part of the traffic from the same or a 
different access point.  
All the above benefits can be achieved by the application of multi-homing in 
moving networks or in any scenarios in a heterogeneous wireless environment.  
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4.2. Multi-homing Configurations for NEMO 
As stated in [42], the NEMO Basic Support solution does not support multi-
homing but implementing this feature is not prevented in the context of NEMO. 
In the following section possible configurations to enable multi-homing for a 
network in motion were studied and based on the required criteria the chosen 
configuration to be followed in this thesis is addressed.  
4.2.1. Possible Configurations  
As defined in [42], multi-homing occurs when there is more than one point of 
attachment between the mobile network and the Internet. This situation can arise 
when either [51] : 
 The MR has multiple egress interfaces; and/or 
 The mobile network has multiple MRs; and/or 
 The mobile network has associated multiple HAs; and/or 
 Multiple global prefixes are available in the mobile network 
According to [51], there are eight configurations in which mobile networks can 
be multi-homed. These configurations are as follows: 
1. Single MR, Single HA, Single MNP (Mobile Network Prefix) (1,1,1)  
2. Multiple MR, Single HA, single MNP (n,1,1) 
3. Single MR, multiple HA, single MNP (1,n,1) 
4. Single MR, single HA, multiple MNP (1,1,n) 
5. Single MR, multiple HA, multiple MNP (1,n,n) 
6. Multiple MR, single HA, multiple MNP (n,1,n) 
7. Multiple MR, multiple HA, single MNP (n,n,1) 
8. Multiple MR, multiple HA, multiple MNP (n,n,n) 
In RFC 4980[51], all these configurations and their related issues, which should 
be considered in order to implement each particular configuration, are explained 
in detail. It is worth noting that in all these configurations, a bi-directional tunnel 
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must be established between each pair of Home Address/Care-of-Address to 
provide multi-homing. 
4.2.2. Important Criteria in Multi-homing Configurations 
To implement multi-homing in NEMO, some important criteria for all eight 
configurations are highlighted in RFC 4980[51] which are summarised in this 
section:  
 Fault Tolerance: This is one of the benefits of multi-homing. In order 
to provide this feature, a set of tasks need to be done, including failure 
detection, path exploration, path selection and re-homing.   
 HA Synchronisation: In mobile networks with several HAs, a single 
MNP is registered at different HAs. These may cause a problem in the 
routing infrastructure as a whole, if the HAs are located in different 
administrative domains. Two cases can be considered:  
♦ Only one HA actively advertises a route to the MNP; or 
♦ Multiple HAs at different domains advertise a route to the same 
MNP.  
 MR Synchronisation: In a mobile network with several MRs, the 
different MRs need to be synchronised in order to reach common 
decisions, such as:  
♦ Advertising the same MNP in the mobile network with several 
MRs.  
♦ One MR relaying the advertisement of the MNP from another 
failed MR in the (n,x,n) mobile network. 
♦ Relaying between MRs everything that needs to be relayed in 
the (n,x,x) mobile network (e.g. data packets).  
 Prefix Delegation: In a mobile network with one MNP, the same MNP 
must be advertised to the MNs through different paths. This would be an 
issue when several HAs and/or several MRs exist in a configuration.  
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 Multiple Bindings/Registrations: Any MR with multiple CoAs should 
bind its CoAs to the same MNP. This a general issue for all mentioned 
configurations (even for a single mobile IP node).    
 Source Address Selection: In mobile networks with multiple MNPs, 
MNs are configured with multiple addresses. Source-address selection 
mechanisms are needed to decide which address to choose.  
 Loop Prevention in Nested Mobile Networks: When a multi-homed 
mobile network is nested within another mobile network, it can result in 
complex topologies. For instance, a nested mobile network may be 
attached to two different root-MRs; thus, the aggregated network no 
longer forms a simple tree structure. 
 Prefix Ownership: When a network with multiple MRs splits (i.e. the 
two MRs split themselves up), MRs on distinct links may attempt to 
register the only available MNP. This cannot be allowed, as the HA has 
no way of knowing which node with an address configured from that 
MNP is attached to which MR. A mechanism must be introduced for the 
MNP to either be forcibly removed from one (or all) MRs, or the 
implementers must not allow such a split. 
 Preference Settings: When a mobile network is multi-homed, the MNs 
are able to enjoy the benefits of multi-homing, such as choosing among 
available paths based on cost, transmission delays, bandwidth, etc.  
A mechanism that allows the MN to indicate its preference for a given traffic is 
desirable. In addition, there may also be a need to exchange information between 
the MRs and the MNs. This is a general problem in the sense that any IPv6 nodes 
might influence the routing decision of the upstream routers.  
4.2.3. Selected Configuration  
Among the eight configurations mention in subsection 4.2.1, the first one, 
(1,1,1), would be the most suitable choice for moving network as it provides all 
the required benefits (i.e. ubiquitous access, load sharing, reliability and 
aggregate bandwidth) and has less complexity and fewer issues compared with 
other configurations. In this configuration, the mobile router has multiple 
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physical interfaces and each of these interfaces has a corresponding CoA. A bi-
directional tunnel exists between each CoA and the HA (shown in Figure 3-3). 
As in the selected configuration only one HA exists, issues such as: “Re-
homing”, “Ingress Filtering”, “HA Synchronisation” and “Prefix Delegation”, 
which are discussed in 4.2.2, are not relevant. Also as there is only one MR in 
this configuration, the issues such as: “MR Synchronisation” and “Prefix 
Delegation” do not need to be addressed. Furthermore, there is only one MNP 
and “Source Address Selection” is not an issue to consider.  
For the sake of simplicity, the nested mobile networks are not considered in this 
thesis. As a result, issues such as “Loop Prevention” in Nested Mobile Networks 
and “Prefix Ownership” are not relevant issues. 
4.3. Transport Layer Tunnelling 
The current NEMO structure suffers from some distinguished weaknesses such 
as vertical handover latency which causes disconnectivity and service disruption 
during the handover, lack of some features like multi-homing [51]  and load 
balancing that have not been addressed in the NEMO basic protocol architecture. 
As explained in section 2.5.1, SCTP is a transport layer protocol with the ability 
of multi-homing. This facility provides more than one communication path via 
different interfaces between two end nodes. As transport layer solutions are end-
to-end, therefore, SCTP seems to be necessarily run at the both ends (CN and 
User1-VMN in Figure 3-2). This solution is feasible but requires more than one 
interface at the end nodes, which cannot be achieved easily. On the other hand, 
having multi-homing in the reliable parts of network that are not involved in 
mobility issues and air interface instability adds additional overhead on these 
parts of networks and end nodes. In order to solve the above weaknesses a novel 
transport layer tunnelling and mobility protocol has been presented in this 
chapter. The basis of this new protocol is rerunning multi-homed-SCTP at the 
MR and the MR-HA, where the outer tunnel is performing (see tunnelling 
configurations, section 3.3.2). Running SCTP protocol on these multilayer 
routers (MR and its peer MR-HA) gives the opportunity to have another end-to-
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end protocol exactly at the bottleneck of the network that always has to deal with 
the unreliability and high packet error-rate. On the other side having more than 
one connection between MR and MR-HA via different wireless network 
technologies or BSs can provide seamless vertical or horizontal handover 
respectively. 
In order to activate multi-homing in NEMO scenario, two tunnels that need to be 
established are identified:  
 Router/Host tunnelling: this tunnel is bidirectional, between MN-HA 
and MN. The tunnel is named inner tunnel and provides a point-to-point 
link based on IPv4 or IPv6 at the network layer. IP encapsulator and IP 
decapsulator are the modules of this tunnel which are explained in the 
next section. The configuration of this particular tunnel will be setup at 
the time that the MN joins to the moving network and will not be 
changed until the MN leaves the network.  
 Router/Mobile Router tunnelling: this is the second bidirectional tunnel 
performing between MR and MR-HA. These routers should be able to 
process the transport layer data. SCTP/IP encapsulator and decapsulator 
are the modules of the tunnel which are explained in the remainder of 
this section. The tunnel configuration will be changed when the mobile 
router changes its point of attachment to the network or a new BS 
detects by MR interfaces.  
4.3.1. IP Encapsulator 
The default encapsulation process used in Mobile IP is called IP Encapsulation 
within IP, defined in RFC 2003 [29] and commonly abbreviated IP-in-IP. It is a 
relatively simple method that describes how to take an IP datagram and make it 
the payload of another IP datagram. In Mobile IP, the new headers specify how 
to send the encapsulated datagram to the mobile node's care-of-address. 
The encapsulation of an IP datagram in an IP is shown in Figure 4-1.  
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Figure 4-1: IP-in-IP Encapsulation 
 
The capsulator besides adding an IP header has to deal with some more complex 
issues, such as packet fragmentation which is general effect of increasing the size 
of packets. Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) is the largest physical packet 
size that a network can transfer. Any messages larger than the MTU are divided 
into smaller packets before being sent. There are some static and dynamic 
solutions for this issues that some of them are explained in RFC 4459 [52].   
4.3.2. SCTP/IP Encapsulator 
SCTP/IP encapsulator has more complexity in comparison to the IP encapsulator 
as it should take care of an end-to-end multi-homed connection. The two routers 
which are involved in this process (MR and MR-HA) besides support of 
multilayer protocols must uphold the SCTP. In this scenario, the multilayer 
router received the IP encapsulated packets from MN-HA (or MN, depending on 
the data direction) and employed a new transport layer over the received packets. 
On the received packet at the router, depending on the source and destination 
addresses on the top of IP header, decision between routing or encapsulation and 
routing should be made. In the case of encapsulation, SCTP header and IP header 
will be added to the received packet and finally transmitted to the appropriate 
port. The algorithm for this scenario is presented in Figure 4-2 and the outcome 
of this algorithm depicted in Figure 4-3.   
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Figure 4-2: SCTP/IP encapsulation mechanisms for ongoing flow under nSCTP structure 
 
 
Figure 4-3: SCTP/IP Encapsulation and protocol stack in nSCTP outer tunnel 
 
Encapsulation is configured based on the multi-homing feature of SCTP. Source 
and destination IP address in the created IP header, can be different between two 
consequent packets and this dependents on the primary link (or address) chosen 
by SCTP. The MR and MR-HA can have different interfaces, therefore, all the 
combinations in the form of binomial distribution are acceptable. The SCTP 
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signalling and handshaking are needed to check the availability and the QoS (not 
support at the moment) of the available links to decide about changes over to a 
particular path.   
4.3.3. IP Decapsulation 
Decapsulator node or router should extract the original packet from received 
encapsulated packet and remove the IP header, and then process the original 
packet for next hop routing.  
In the IPv4 header there is a “protocol” field to identify the next level protocol or 
the next encapsulated protocol. This is an 8-bit field as described in [53] which 
has been changed to “Next Header” in IPv6 header as explained in [54].     
Decapsulation process is summarised in the following steps: 
 Considering the received packet to realise the type of encapsulation by 
checking the source and destination address and verifies the configured 
tunnel interface  
 Reassembling the packet if it has been involved in fragmented because 
of shortage of MTU 
 Removing the IP header and submit it for further process 
The decimal value 4 and 41 depends on used IP version for “protocol” field in IP 
header shows that the received packet is potentially a tunnelled packet and needs 
to be sent through decapsulation process. The decapsulator discards the top IP 
header and checks the next IP header to pass the extracted packet through 
relevant port. IP decapsulator module should be run on the receiving node such 
as receiving VMN in the moving network or on the MN-HA when the CN is a 
receiver. The reverse direction of tunnelling in Figure 4-1 shows the performing 
of IP decapsulator.  
4.3.4. SCTP/IP Decapsulator 
The received SCTP/IP encapsulated packet should be decapsulated for extracting 
the original data. At this stage two header layers must be processed and 
discarded. The process of SCTP/IP decapsulator has summarised in algorithm 
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shown in Figure 4-4. If a packet received at MR or MR-HA and if the protocol 
field of top IP header is 132, means the next used protocol is SCTP. In this case, 
the next IP header should be considered, if the protocol field of that header is 4 
or 41 (depends on the version of IP) shows that the packet has a double layer 
tunnelling. With respect to the decapsulation process the IP header is removed, 
the SCTP header is considered to meet the conditions of end-to-end protocols 
and the appropriate acknowledgments are sent to the source of the SCTP packet. 
If the packet is valid and has no error, the SCTP header is removed and 
transmitted to the next hop by looking to the top destination address. The 
opposite direction of arrow in Figure 4-3 shows the results of SCTP/IP 
decapsulator.   
 
 
Figure 4-4: SCTP/IP decapsulation mechanisms for ongoing flow in nSCTP structure 
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4.4. nSCTP Protocol 
Figure 4-5 shows the overall nSCTP mechanisms when a moving network 
changes its location and performs handover. The signal strength in wireless 
communications have two important thresholds; at below a specific threshold 
(Cx Thresh) the received signal level is weak and not recognisable, and above the 
other threshold (Rx Thresh) the signal strength is powerful enough for data 
transmission. In the area between Rx and Cx thresholds, the signal is partly 
detectable and can be used for some signalling messages like route advertisement 
but it is not strong enough for data transmission. As shown in Figure 4-5, a three-
zone can be observed, namely: steady state, detecting and soft handover zones. In 
the steady state zone the MR is connected through one of its interfaces and in a 
stable condition communicates to the BS. In the detecting zone, another wireless 
access network is detectable and in the soft handover zone, which is the overlap 
area of two or more adjacent cells, is the region for obtaining the new IP address, 
adding it in to the SCTP association and finally, changes the primary path and 
sends the binding updates to the home agent. When MR moves into a 
neighboring coverage area or gets in to the soft handover zone, the signal 
strengths for both BSs are equal or greater than the Rx threshold value. The MR 
then attempts to get an IP address with the help of DHCP, SIP or any other 
methods. In the soft handover zone both MR’s interfaces have their own IP 
addresses and they have been added to the SCTP association between the MR 
and MR-HA. This zone is the appropriate place for changing the primary IP 
address but the suitable time for performing this transaction is a challenging 
issue.    
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Figure 4-5: nSCTP handover management by the effect of signal strength thresholds 
 
As SCTP is an end-to-end transport layer protocol, for providing seamless 
handover based on SCTP more than one interface at the mobile end is necessary. 
Also, software incompatibility caused by some applications that use TCP as a 
common reliable transport layer protocol. For avoiding these limitations and also 
to use the multi-homing feature of SCTP to improve the handover parameters, 
having another end-to-end connection between MR and MR-HA is proposed. In 
NEMO basic protocol, an IP-in-IP tunnel between these two entities (MR and 
MR’s HA) is available. Upgrading this tunnel to support transport layer 
tunnelling (described in section 4.3) can facilitate the soft and seamless 
handovers in a NEMO scenario. Figure 4-6 depicts the moving network scenario 
with two data paths which is a common scenario for two independent wireless 
access technologies. The paths with label 1 and 3 are end to end that run 
transport layer protocols and the path with label 2 is IP-in-IP tunnelled. 
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Throughout path 3 which is the wireless part of heterogeneous wireless access 
technologies, multi-homing feature of SCTP has been used. Therefore, two paths 
via WLAN and UMTS can be observed; the path from WLAN-AP chosen as a 
primary for handling the traffic and the other path via UMTS node-B is chosen as 
an alternative path that can be changed to primary in the case of handover or 
instability in the path via AP.  
 
Figure 4-6: SCTP/IP encapsulation mechanisms for ongoing flow under nSCTP structure 
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Figure 4-7: Packet format (a) In NEMO (b) In nSCTP 
Figure 4-7(a) shows the packet configuration in the NEMO scenario which has 
changed to Figure 4-7(b) in the nSCTP configuration after deploying SCTP 
tunnelling header for the packet. The algorithms for the overall nSCTP 
mechanism for on-going flow during communication have been provided in the 
section 4.3.  Encapsulation and de-encapsulation process should be done in MR 
and MR’s HA that are supporting multilayer processing. The incoming packets 
which are destined to the other part of the network should be sent to the next hop 
without changing. This has been shown in the provided algorithms in Figure 4-2 
and Figure 4-4. 
4.5. Data and signalling paths in NEMO 
In this section the signalling sequences involved in NEMO is summarised and it 
will compare with signalling time line in nSCTP in the next section. 
Taking into consideration the moving network architecture (Figure 3-2) and the 
IP-in-IP encapsulation for Visiting Mobile Node (VMN – see Figure 4-6 and 
Figure 4-7), the whole data-packet paths in the order of occurrence are 









Figure 4-8: Data and signalling paths in NEMO structure 
1. The packet should be sent to the VMN’s home network by CN to fulfil 
NEMO requirements [42]. 
2. If the user uses a VMN, the packet is encapsulated for the VMN and is 
sent to the VMN via the MR’s home network. The encapsulation delay is 
T1. The tunnel entry point is the IP address of the user’s HA, the tunnel 
end point is the VMN’s CoA. 
3. At the MR’s HA, the packet is encapsulated again and sent to the MR’s 
CoA. The tunnel entry point is the IP address of the MR’s HA, the tunnel 
end point is the MR’s CoA. The encapsulation delay is T2. 
4. When the MR receives the packet, it decapsulates the packet, strips off 
the outer tunnel, and sends it to the destination node, VMN. The 
decapsulation delay is T3.  
a. The destination node decapsulates the packets again, removes the 
inner tunnel and retrieves the original data. The decapsulation 
delay is T4. 
5. The VMN sends a TCP acknowledgement to the source, acknowledging 
the receipt of the packet with the VMN and CN addresses for source and 
destination address fields respectively.  This acknowledgement should be 
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tunnelled at the VMN with VMN-CoA and CN’s in IP header fields with 
the encapsulation delay of T1. 
6. The MR relays the TCP acknowledgement to the MR’s HA in an IP 
tunnelling. The encapsulation delay is T2. 
7. The MR’s HA decapsulates the TCP acknowledgement in T3 seconds and 
sends it to the user’s HA. 
8. The user’s HA after decapsulation in T4 time, relays the TCP 
acknowledgement to the Source acknowledging receipt of the packet. 
a. On receiving the TCP acknowledgement for the first packet, the 
Source increases the congestion window and sends a number of 
packets in the next transmission, dependent on the congestion 
window size (usually two packets).. 
9.  A group of packets is sent to the VMN’s HA. 
10. -16. The same procedure is repeated for the group of packets.  
4.6. Data and signalling paths in nSCTP 
One of the most important features of reliable transport layer protocols is their 
end-to-end communications, which is preferred to maintain in any practical 
solution for multi-homing in NEMO concept. In order to maintain this end-to-
end communications, in nSCTP structure a transport layer protocol (e.g. TCP, 
SCTP or UDP) runs at two ends between the CN to the destination (e.g. VMN) 
and multi-homed SCTP is applied between the MR-HA and the MR. This can be 
achieved by enhancing the outer tunnel between the MR-HA and the MR to run 
SCTP between these two entities. In order to do so, an SCTP session should first 
be established between these two entities by using a 4-way handshake. Once the 
session is established communication can be started and as the MR detects a new 
AR on the other interface and gets the IP address, it will be added to the 
association by using Add-IP via ASCONF and ASCONF-ACK chunks. The new 
established path uses as an alternative path for the primary link. The relevant 












Figure 4-9: Data and signalling paths in nSCTP structure 
1. The packet should first be sent to the VMN’s home network by CN in the 
Figure 4-6 to fulfil NEMO requirements  [42]. 
2. If the user uses a VMN, the packet is encapsulated for the VMN and is 
sent to the VMN via the MR’s home network. The encapsulation delay is 
T1. 
a. At the MR’s HA, the packet is encapsulated again and sent to the 
MR’s CoA. The tunnel entry point is the IP address of the MR’s 
HA, the tunnel end point is the MR’s CoA. The encapsulation 
delay is T2. 
3. The MR’s HA sends an INIT message to the MR to initiate an association 
between two nodes. 
4. The MR sends an acknowledgement to the MR’s HA. The association 
establishment is T3. 
5. The MR’s HA sends a Cookie Echo message to the MR. At the same 
time; it can start sending packets to the MR using data chunks in the 
Cookie Echo message. 
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6. The MR sends a Cookie ACK and a received-data acknowledgment to the 
MR’s HA. 
7. When the MR receives the packet, it decapsulates the packet, strips off 
the outer tunnel, and sends it over to the destination node, VMN. The 
decapsulation delay is T4. 
a. The destination node decapsulates the packets again and retrieves 
the original data. The decapsulation delay is T5. 
8. The VMN sends a TCP acknowledgement to the source acknowledging 
the receipt of the packet. This acknowledgement is first sent to the MR. 
9. The MR encapsulates the acknowledgment in T2 seconds and transfers to 
the MR’s HA.  
10. The above SCTP acknowledgement is acknowledged by sending an 
SCTP acknowledgement from the MR’s HA to the MR. 
11. The MR’s HA decapsulates the received acknowledgement in T4 seconds 
and transfers the extracted TCP acknowledgement to the VMN’s HA.  
12. The VMN’s HA after another decapsulation in T5 seconds, relays the 
TCP acknowledgement to the CN and acknowledging the receipt of the 
packet. 
a. On receipt of TCP acknowledgement for the first packet, the 
Source increases the congestion window size and sends a number 
of packets (usually two). 
13. The group of packets the Source now sends to the user’s HA, depends on 
the congestion window size (usually two packets).  
14. Packets get encapsulated for the VMN and are sent to the VMN via the 
MR’s home network. The encapsulation delay is T1. The tunnel entry 
point is the IP address of the user’s HA, the tunnel end point is the 
VMN’s CoA. 
15. At the MR’s HA, packets are encapsulated in the SCTP packets and sent 
to the MR’s CoA. The tunnel entry point is the IP address of the MR’s 
HA, the tunnel end point is the MR’s CoA. The encapsulation delay is T2. 
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a. At this stage, there are no INIT and INIT ACK messages, as the 
SCTP association is already established. Therefore, the 
association establishment time T3=0. 
16. The MR sends an SCTP acknowledgment to the MR’S HA confirming 
the receipt of the packets.  
17. to 22. The same procedure of steps 7-12 is repeated for the group of 
packets respectively. 
 
4.7. Enhanced MR and the MR’s Home Network 
As previously mentioned, in order for moving networks to benefit from multi-
homing, an SCTP association should be established between the MR and the 
MR’s HA. Consequently, the MR and the MR’s HA should be enhanced to 
intercept SCTP packets. Figure 4-10 illustrates the encapsulation and de-
encapsulation process that should take place in the MR and the MR’s HA. 
 
Figure 4-10: Enhanced encapsulation for the MR and the MR’s HA 
 
The user’s HA encapsulates packets which are destined to mobile network, at the 
network layer and sends them to the MR’s HA. The MR’s HA encapsulates 
packets again at the network layer and sends them one layer up to the transport 
layer, where packets are encapsulated again with an SCTP header and then the 
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MR’s HA sends packets to the MR. The MR decapsulates packets at the network 
layer and sends them up one layer to the transport layer, where the SCTP header 
is stripped off. Packets are then sent to the VMNs. In order for the MR and the 
MR’s HA to create tunnels at the transport layer, these routers must have the 
ability of supporting multi-layer protocols. 
4.8. Chapter Summary  
 After introducing the main problem of NEMO basic support protocol in vertical 
handovers in Chapter 3, a solution based on multi-homing in NEMO is presented 
in this chapter. Possible multi-homing configuration and the important criteria 
were studied and the most suitable configuration consisting of single MR, single 
HA and single MNP (1,1,1) was chosen as the most suitable option for moving 
network as it provides ubiquitous access, load sharing and reliability while taking 
advantage of less complexity in comparison with the other configurations. To 
enable (1,1,1) configuration on moving network, nSCTP, was presented as the 
new protocol that uses multi-homing feature of SCTP. Transport layer tunnelling 
was introduced in this chapter that will be replaced with outer IP-in-IP tunnelling 
in the original NEMO protocol and runs SCTP/IP encapsulator and de-
encapsulator between MR and the MR-HA. 
Details of the performing tunnels, data and signalling paths were taken into 
consideration in this chapter. nSCTP apart from solving the disruption in vertical 
handovers for moving network, benefits from keeping the end-to-end 
communication between sender and receiver. Also running another reliable 
transport protocol at the wireless hop(s) of the network can solve the random 
error-rate cased by the unreliable nature of wireless media locally without 
involving the sender and receiver nodes.  
Efficiency of this protocol must be taken into consideration as transport layer 
tunnels involve some processing and bandwidth overhead on the system. In the 
next chapter performance analysis of TCP over nSCTP connection will be 
studied and the mathematical model will be presented.   
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Chapter 5. Performance analysis of 
TCP over nSCTP  
TCP is the most used transport protocol and carries about 90 percent of Internet 
traffic [55] that requires reliability. TCP has originally been designed and 
optimised to work on wired network environments and its congestion control 
mechanisms cannot be adapted easily for wireless networks. TCP considers all 
the packet losses as the consequence of congestion in the network and therefore 
reduces the congestion window follow up with each detected loss. This reduction 
can dramatically reduce the performance of TCP in a pure wireless connection or 
a combination of wired and wireless network, while the significance of losses are 
due to the nature of wireless medium. This problem can be even worse and more 
serious when the nodes are mobile and involved in handover, which often result 
in disconnectivity or connection disruption. 
Some newly developed mobility management protocols that solve the connection 
disruption during the handover period, use the multi-homing feature of SCTP 
such as Mobile SCTP (mSCTP) [20, 21 2005] and Cellular SCTP (cSCTP) [56] 
(explained in section 2.5) . These protocols apply SCTP multi-homing [3] and 
Dynamic Address Reconfiguration (DAR) extension [7] in order to provide a soft 
and seamless vertical handover for individual mobile nodes. In the previous 
chapter nSCTP that uses the multi-homing feature of SCTP to facilitate the 
seamless handover for moving network in a heterogeneous environment has been 
proposed.  
In nSCTP, SCTP tunnel is applied between the mobile router (MR) and its home 
agent (MR’s HA). These two routers are multi-interfaced routers with capability 
of supporting transport layer tunnelling based on SCTP/IP encapsulation/de-
encapsulation algorithms proposed in sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.4. In this Chapter 
performance of nSCTP is evaluated. TCP and SCTP analytical models are 
presented and subsequently nSCTP as a function of TCP is analysed. Also the 
impact of applying transport level tunnels based on this model is studied. In 
addition the essential QoS parameters such as handover delay, end-to-end 
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throughput and packet loss are compared in original NEMO structure and the 
new proposed protocol. And finally, the models have been evaluated by 
numerical applications and discussion of the result. 
5.1. Transport Layer Tunnelling Overview 
The transport layer tunnelling as described in the previous Chapter is a method 
for building a virtual circuit, by aggregating flows between two nodes or routers 
and treating them like a single connection. This tunnelling has been widely used 
in different applications such as SSH[46], VTun[47] and HTun[48, 57] and in 
this Thesis nSCTP was proposed to smooth the handover based on transport layer 
tunnelling.  
To answer the question “is it a good idea to encapsulate on transport layer 
protocols?” the advantages and disadvantages of transport layer tunnels are 
presented in the next section.  
5.1.1. Advantages of transport layer tunnelling  
Transport layer tunnelling benefited in different criteria which are summarised as 
follow:  
 By using reliable transport layer protocol tunnelling (e.g. TCP or 
SCTP), the fairness among aggregated flow can be improved and 
several protocols can share a pre-defined tunnel and transparently send 
the segments through that. UDP traffic is not TCP and/or SCTP traffic 
friendly and as Floyd et al. mentioned in [50] UDP is an unresponsive 
protocol that does not use end-to-end congestion control and does not 
reduce its load on the network when subjected to packet drops.   
 The tunnel can reduce the overall amount of traffic sent. The amount of 
retransmission per connection is reduced by over 500% [58] as the 
tunnel provides reliability in the highly congested part of the network. 
 Tunnel can guarantee the minimum bandwidth[59] as at least some 
number of bytes of data over a period of a time is transmitted.  
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 Tunnel can share the possible bandwidth between all users of tunnel in a 
fair way. Define the QoS policies on the tunnel is more realistic as the 
entire transmitted packets will be under control. 
 In sequence forwarding which is the natural effect of the packets’ 
encapsulation. 
 Reducing the number of flow on the routers inside the tunnel.  
5.1.2. Drawbacks of transport layer tunnelling 
In spite of all the benefits of transport layer tunnelling it suffers from some well-
known weaknesses: 
 Adding another reliable transport protocol in the middle of an end-to-
end connection employs more management complexity as well as 
additional routers’ modules which should be provided on ingress and 
egress routers.  
 The TCP timeout policies work fine in the wired infrastructure networks 
where it is assumed that all packet losses are because of the congestion 
in the network. This scenario does not work very well in the wired-cum-
wireless environment as the connections are involved in a higher 
percentage of packet loss in the air interface. TCP assumes that all 
losses belong to the network congestion and reduces the transmission 
window which has resulted in reduction of end-to-end throughput. 
Stacking one reliable transport protocol on another in a connection as 
they could have different speeds and latency, in some wired networks’ 
scenarios means the performance can be dramatically reduced. This 
probably is not the case when the tunnel is going to be set on the 
wireless part of the network as almost all the packet losses are 
retransmitted in the outer tunnel and will contribute more in increasing 
the performance of the connection.  
 The Transport tunnels degrade the RTT as new encapsulation and 
decapsulation should be made. Based on the experimental analysis by 
Lee et.al. in [58] degrading of 280% is estimated. 
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5.2. Handover Delay investigation in nSCTP and NEMO 
Handover delay is defined as the period of time between the moment which an 
existing IP address becomes unreachable for an end-to-end transmission and the 
time a new IP address is allocated to the MR and the transmission being 
resumed.  
5.2.1. Handover Delay in NEMO  
As presented in section 3.3 and specified in RFC 3344 [1] different parameters 
are involved in handover latency:  
 Agent discovery time (Tad) consists of a solicitation message (Tsol), an 
advertisement message (Tadv) and a CoA processing time (TCoA). 
Therefore: 
ad-NEMO sol adv CoAT  = T  + T  + T  (5-1) 
 At this stage, the MR’s interface has a new CoA, which should be 
registered with its home network, where packets can be diverted to the 
new location. Agent registration time (Treg) consists of sending a request 
message to the MR’s HA (TREQ), binding the new CoA inside the home 




From equations (5-1) and (5-2) , the total handover delay in NEMO is:  
NEMO ad-NEMO reg-NEMO sol adv CoA REQ BU ACKT = T + T = T + T + T + T + T + T  
(5-3)
5.2.2. Handover Delay in nSCTP  
When the mobile router enters into the soft handover zone (Figure 4-5), the 
second interface of the MR goes through the same process as mentioned in the 
previous section to get a new CoA. Therefore; the agent discovery time remains 
unchanged:  
reg-NEMO REQ BU ACKT  = T  + T  + T
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ad-nSCTP sol adv CoAT  = T  + T  + T  (5-4)
The obtained IP address on the unallocated interface of MR should be registered 
with nSCTP (Treg-nSCTP) and then set the new IP as primary IP address. The time 
for adding IP and changing primary address as discussed in section 2.5.2, 
consists of an ASCONF message (TASConf) and the confirmation 
acknowledgement (TASConf-ACK). Therefore:  
reg-nSCTP ASConf ASConf-ACKT =2 (T + T )× (5-5)
From equations (5-4) and (5-5), the total handover delay in nSCTP is: 
nSCTP ad-nSCTP reg-nSCTP sol adv CoA ASConf ASConf-ACKT =T + T = T  + T  + T + 2 (T + T )×  (5-6)
5.3. End-to-End Throughput Investigation in nSCTP 
and NEMO 
In any data transmission system, one of the most important parameters from the 
user’s point of view is the amount of data transmission during a certain time, 
which is identified as end-to-end throughput. Some parameters like signalling 
overhead, which in the case of NEMO is caused by double tunnelling and 
possible disconnectivity during the handover, can dramatically reduce the 
throughput. On the other hand, upgrading the outer tunnel to deploy SCTP multi-
homing in the case of nSCTP creates another undesirable overhead. In this 
section, the reduction of throughput caused by handovers and tunnels are 
calculated. 
Throughput is defined as the number of successful bits transferred in a certain 






µ η= = = (5-7) 
Analytical calculation of SCTP throughput is presented in several papers. Fu et 
al. [60] presented a multi-homed SCTP analytical model with the support of 
simulation. In a similar work [61] has developed a new analytical model to study 
the SCTP throughput performance in an integrated WLAN/cellular networks. In 
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all these works, the performance analysis for a single mobile node is evaluated. 
In this section, the performance of the newly proposed protocol (nSCTP) in a 
group mobility handover is presented and the result has been compared with the 
NEMO basic support protocol. 
5.3.1. End-to-End Throughput in nSCTP and NEMO 
The NEMO basic support protocol [2] consists of two tunnels that inject some 
bits of overhead, which results in throughput reduction as shown in the following 
equation: 
1















Where IPT innerl −  and IPT outerl −  are the bits overhead for the inner and outer 
tunnelling overhead in NEMO architecture respectively. DNEMO represents bits 
losses during the handover caused by delay in the case of having δ  handovers. 







= ×∑  (5-9)
Where, NEMOD is the average bits lost in each handover, hence:  




µ δη − −− × + +=
 
(5-10)
Suppose that the average NEMO handover delay is TNEMO then, the average 






µ= ×  (5-11)
In all cases for a visiting mobile node joined in a moving network, the inner 






µ− = ×  (5-12)
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Where the PMTU, which is the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) refers to the 
size of largest packet that can be transferred in one frame over a network, is 
assumed to be 1500 bytes (in Ethernet) and the IPv6 header is 40 bytes (FMIP): 
0.026IPT innerl µ− = ×  (5-13)














− = × ×  (5-15)
Where, TFl is the time that MR stays in a foreign network. By inserting equations 
(5-11), (5-13) and (5-15) into equation (5-10):  




µ µη δ= − × + +  (5-16)
As shown in the above formula the end-to-end throughput of NEMO is decreased 
directly by increasing the number of handovers. The inner and outer tunnels 
reduce the overall throughput constantly by imposing a fixed amount of overhead 
per MTU.  
5.3.2. End-to-End Throughput in nSCTP 
Applying changes in the NEMO solution to achieve the nSCTP structure, makes 
some unpredictable changes to the end-to-end throughput. On one side, reducing 
the handover latency in nSCTP to about zero (discussion on section 4.4) can 
guarantee more data transmission and on the other side increasing the size of the 
outer tunnel should be applied to all packets, injecting additional signalling 
overhead on the network. The following calculations are based on the reduction 
of the throughput caused by handover and tunnelling. Similarly to the previous 
section the baseline for this reduction is the throughput regardless of tunnels and 
handovers.  
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The nSCTP structure consists of two tunnels and δ  handovers that impose some 
overhead as shown in the following equation: 
1
( ( ( ) ))
( )















Where, nSCTPη  represents the throughput for nSCTP and  µ  is the total bits 
without having the tunnels and handovers. 
LDAR is the required signalling for performing a handover and nSCTPT  is the 
handover delay and will be explained in section 5.5: 
  0nSCTPT ≈  
The signalling (lDAR) consists of three sets of chunks each including a control 
chunk and its acknowledgment used in the purpose of add-IP, set primary link 
and delete IP as described in section 2.5.2. These chunks consist of an ASCONF 
message (TASConf) and the confirmation acknowledgement (TASConf-ACK) and  can 
be modelled as: 
3( )
3 (256 64) 960
DAR ASConf ASConf ACKl C C
bits
−= +




3 (448 64) 1536
DAR ASConf ASConf ACKl C C
bits
−= +
= × + =  
 (5-19) 
(for IPv6) 
In equation (5-17), IPT innerl −  and nSCTPT outerl −  are the effect of inner IP tunnelling 








µ µ µ− = × = × = 
 
(5-20)
MIPF is the size of outer tunnelling and is equal to the size of IPv6 header attached 
to the tunnelled packets. MTUP is a standard MTU for each packet. The outer 









µ µ µ− + += × = × =
 
(5-21)
Where, MIPF  and SCTPF  represents the bit overhead for IP and SCTP respectively, 
the SCTP header for a packet is 16 bytes which consists of 12 bytes SCTP 
common header and needs at least one chunk with 4 bytes header as described in 
RFC2960 [3].    
As all the calculations are based on IPv6 therefore from the equations (5-17), 
(5-19), (5-20) and (5-21) throughput for nSCTP will be:  
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5.4. Packet Loss Investigation in nSCTP and NEMO 
5.4.1. Packet loss in NEMO ( NEMOL ) 
Packet loss, which is one of the major parameters in any handover scenario, is 
the total number of packets lost during the handover period. This parameter 
directly depends on the period of time that the MR is inaccessible, caused by 
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In the above equation, MTUP is the size of each packet, NEMOl  is the bits data loss 
caused by NEMO handover with the average handover delay NEMOT  during the 
total time of system running sT  and with δ handovers.  
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5.4.2. Packet loss in nSCTP ( nSCTPL ) 
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(5-24)
Where, MTUP is the size of MTU, nSCTPl  is the data loss, nSCTPT  the average time 
of nSCTP handover delay, sT  running time and δ  the number of handover.  
5.5. Comparison of analytical results in NEMO and 
nSCTP 
In sections 5.2 to 5.4 analysis of handover parameters in two different solutions 
for group mobility handover, NEMO and nSCTP are presented. In this section, 
comparisons between these two schemes for handover latency, throughput and 
packet loss are provided.  
5.5.1. Handover Latency Comparison 
The handover delays for NEMO and nSCTP have been formulated in the 
equations (5-3) and (5-6) respectively. The comparison of these results shows 
that agent discovery time will be the same in both cases and depends on the 
solicitation message, advertisement message and allocation of CoA parameters 
(equations (5-1) and (5-4)). Using multi-interface MR and enabling the multi-
homing feature of nSCTP causes these signalling and processing delays that 
needs to be completed at the overlap area while another interface is still in 
communication through the old wireless access network. Therefore:  
 0ad nSCTPT − ≈  or ad NEMO ad nSCTPT T− −  (5-25) 
In the same manner, 
0reg nSCTPT − ≈  or reg NEMO reg nSCTPT T− −  (5-26) 
As NEMO ad-NEMO reg-NEMOT = T + T  and nSCTP ad-nSCTP reg-nSCTPT = T + T   
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Therefore,  
NEMO nSCTPT T  (5-27) 
5.5.2. Throughput Comparison 
In sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 analysis of end-to-end throughput in two different 
solutions for group mobility handover, NEMO and nSCTP, are presented. In this 
section, the numerical results and the comparison between these two schemes are 
provided.  
Based on equation (5-22), nSCTP has a direct effect on the throughput which 
reduces the overall throughput by approximately 6.36 percent (or coefficient of 
0.9364) regardless of the handover rate. The handover in this scheme has little 
impact on the throughput (1536 bits per handover). In the NEMO scenario when 
there is no handover and the mobile router stays in its home network, which 
normally is not the case for mobile networks, no tunnelling overheads injected in 
the network. MIP and consequently NEMO put a huge impact on handover 
delay, which is defined as the period of time between the moment that an 
existing IP address becomes unreachable for an end-to-end transmission until the 
time a new IP address is allocated to the MR and the transmission is resumed. In 
NEMO, when a MR moves to the new coverage area, the packet cannot be 
diverted to the new location of the MR unless cell agent discovery procedures [1] 
for acquiring a new CoA and bind update procedure for registering this new CoA 
with MR-HA are performed. nSCTP treatment for handover is different as inside 
the soft handover zone, while the other interface is still in transmission, agent 
discovery procedure for acquiring CoA on the non-engaged  interface and 
register this address in the SCTP association between MR and MR-HA can be 
done. Therefore, it is quite feasible to say that handover delay for NEMO is 
much greater than nSCTP ( NEMO nSCTPT T ). The amount of handover delay for 
NEMO can significantly reduce the throughput of this protocol based on 
equation (5-16). 
 The result of numerical examples for comparison of the end-to-end throughput 
for both schemes is provided in Figure 5-1, while maximum 20 handovers are 
experienced during 500sec. In this experiment, throughput ratio (nSCTP:NEMO) 
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has been compared in different range of data rate within 4Kbps to 2Mbps. The 
outcome of this experiment depicts that in low data rate and low handover rate 
when the throughput ratio is less than “1”, NEMO showing better performance 
and by increasing the data rate and particularly in high handover rate scenarios, 
up to 20 percent improvement can be observed with nSCTP. 
The results show that in the low handover rate NEMO has better response 
compared to nSCTP but it drops significantly by increasing the handover rate. 
Based on this numerical example (shown in Figure 5-1), nSCTP employed initial 
overhead on the packets, therefore, a deduction in throughput compare to NEMO 
can be observed at the low or non-handover rate scenarios.    
 
Figure 5-1: Throughput comparisons while the transmission rate changes 
5.5.3. Packet Losses Comparison 
In sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 the impact of NEMO and nSCTP on packet losses has 
been modelled. The calculation results for these protocols (equations (5-23) and 
(5-24)) show that packet losses are directly dependent on the handover latency 
and the number of handovers in both cases. As proved earlier in section 5.5.1 this 
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delay in the case of nSCTP is much less than NEMO (equation (5-27)) which 
will result in a smaller number of packet loss in nSCTP compare to NEMO or: 
NEMO nSCTPL L  (5-28)
5.6. TCP Model 
A simple model of TCP that consists of slow start and congestion avoidance has 
been considered in this section. For simplification, fast retransmission and fast 
recovery have not been taken into the consideration. The presented model is 
based on the Reno version of TCP, as described in [62] and the throughput model 
presented in [63]. In this model, steady state throughput of a bulk TCP flow 
transfer in an end-to-end connection has been assumed. TCP’s congestion control 
window size is denoted by W, is increased by 1/b for each received 
acknowledgment. 
RTTTCP is defined as a measure of the time it takes for a TCP segment to travel 
from a source to destination and receive the Ack with the assumption that 
processing time is negligible compared to RTTTCP. Also packet loss can be 
detected by either three consecutive acknowledgments (Td) or time out (To) with 
the loss rate of p in an end-to-end connection. In addition, assuming that packet 
losses are correlated among the back-to-back transmissions within a round so if a 
packet is lost, all remaining packets transmitted until the end of that round are 











RTT bp bpRTT T p p
= ⎛ ⎞+ +⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
  
(5-29)
5.7. SCTP Model 
Most of SCTP mechanisms for flow and congestion control are inherited from 
TCP. SCTP congestion control mechanism is similar to TCP Reno. The sender 
side applies timeout retransmission, fast retransmission and congestion 
avoidance. In [64] Yi et al., adapted the throughput of the TCP analytical model 
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(proposed by Padhye et al. [63]) for SCTP model when the multi-homing has not 
taken into consideration. In another work Basto et al. [65] adjusted the SCTP 
sender throughput with TCP model in [63].  
To keep track of the models developed in [63-65] and compatibility with TCP 
model the same notations and expression as shown in Equation (5-29) can be 
applied for throughput in SCTP by replacing RTTTCP with RTTSCTP. 
5.8.  nSCTP Model 
An end-to-end TCP connection is considered in this section. TCP has the most 
used transport protocol for carrying the reliable traffic in the current Internet 
infrastructure and mobile communication. Independent operation of TCP and 
SCTP has been considered in sections 5.6 and 5.7. Traffic to and from moving 
networks in a heterogeneous environment passes through different types of 
infrastructure media. In the wireless part of nSCTP topology, communications 
are involved in two major issues. Firstly, micro and macro mobility (intra-
domain and inter-domain handover respectively) causes connection disruption 
and secondly, high signal to noise ratio caused by the nature of air interface. 
These two issues can dramatically reduce the performance of an end-to-end 
connection as term “p” in the Equation (5-29) is increasing.    
In order to model the nSCTP, the controlling system of this protocol is used 
which is shown in Figure 5-2.  
 
 
Figure 5-2: nSCTP block diagram structure 
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The principal of nSCTP is to keep the end-to-end communication for TCP and 
solve the wireless weaknesses of moving network structure locally. In this model 
it is assumed that the TCP segment size is smaller than the SCTP segment size 
and each TCP segment will be encapsulated inside a single SCTP segment and 
transmitted to the other end. This will simplify the model as the complex packet 
fragmentation process does not need to be addressed. SCTP module in the Figure 
5-2 is responsible for error detection and retransmission between MR and its 
home agent MR-HA and TCP keeps track of the connection between the CN and 
the MN. Therefore as explained in Chapter 4 SCTP multi-homing can obtain the 
responsibility of the mobility and smoothing the handover (also presented in [8, 
21 2005]).  
In nSCTP model the RTTTCP increases as SCTP module introduces a new latency 
in terms of segments processing, multi-homing failover mechanism and 
retransmission if needed. Segment processing delay compared to transmission 
delay that can form RTTSCTP is negligible, and the multi-homing failover delay 
has been proved in section 5.5.1 to be almost zero. Retransmission applies some 
delay on the system which reduces the throughput of the whole system but on the 
other hand can enhance the overall performance as the lost packets can be 
retransmitted locally.  
If it is supposed that the loss probability and round trip time in the SCTP part of 
network is PWireless and RTTSCTP respectively, then the throughput for this part 
can be calculated as Equation (5-30)  
( )2
1




SCTP O SCTP wireless wireless
T
bp bpRTT T p p−
= ⎛ ⎞+ +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
  
(5-30)
For the end to end connection loss probability (p) is a sum of the loss probability 
in wired and wireless (Pwired and Pwireless respectively) part of the network. 
Therefore,  
( . )wired wireless wired wirelessp p p p p= + −  (5-31)
As the value of probabilities in wired and wireless are relatively low and close to 
zero therefore, 
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. 0wired wirelessp p ≈  (5-32)
Hence: 
wired wirelessp p p≈ +  (5-33)
 
Therefore, TCP throughput in the wired part of the network: 
( )2
1




SCTP O TCP wire wire
T
bp bpRTT T p p−
= ⎛ ⎞+ +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
  
(5-34) 
As shown in Figure 5-2, the wired and wireless modules of this control system 
are formed in a series combination. Therefore, the overall throughput for the 
whole system will be the minimum throughput of each subsystem. Also the 
achieved throughput for this section will consist of some tunnels’ overheads due 
to the tunnels at IP and SCTP level that should be deducted from the result. 
Therefore:  
min( , ) ( )nSCTP Wireless Wired OverheadsT T T MTU nSCTP= × −  (5-35) 
Where in the equation (5-35) TWireless and TWired are the throughputs for wireless 
and wired subsystems and can be calculated by equations (5-30) and (5-34) 
respectively. MTU is the maximum size of transmitted packets and 
nSCTPOverheads is the amount of bit overheads applied on each packet that depend 
on the type of the network layer protocol (IPv4 or IPv6) and overheads on SCTP 
tunnels encapsulation explained in section 5.3.1. 
5.9. Numerical result and discussions 
The numerical result for throughput comparison between TCP and nSCTP are 
shown in Figure 5-3. In this result the total amount of packet loss has been 
assumed to be fixed within the entire end-to-end connection at 5 percent. The 
ratio of changes in the wired and wireless part of network is changed. The 
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cumulative acknowledgement (‘b’ in the throughput formulas) is assumed to be 
fixed at 2 and the size of RTT in the end to end connection is assumed to be 
double the size of RTT in the wireless part of the network. IPv4 is assumed to 
handle the network layer tunnels therefore the overheads as calculated in section 
5.3.1 is set to 156 bits per packet.  
 
 
Figure 5-3: TCP Throughput in the case of NEMO and nSCTP while the ratio of loss 
changes in the wireless and wired part of the network 
 
 
As it could be observed in Figure 5-3 while the loss percentage in the wire part of 
network is lower than in loss percentage in the wireless part of the network the 
throughput in the case of nSCTP is almost twice than NEMO. The result shows 
that from 5% overall packet loss the optimal behaviour can be achieved where 
about 20% of losses are on the wired connection and 80% are on the wireless 
connection. As the loss probabilities increases in the wired part of the network 
the performance of the nSCTP decreases and it will deteriorate where more than 
85% of loss is caused on the wired connections.   
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In SCTP over TCP the result shows better performance compared to TCP as the 
packet losses can be handled locally with the lower RTT in the wireless hops. In 
about 80% of losses on the wireless link(s) the maximum throughput could be 
achieved. When the ratio of losses in the wired hops increases the throughput 
will be decreased as most of the errors need to be resolved between the sender 
and the receiver.  When the majority of losses are on the wired sections (more 
than 65% in this example) the throughput of SCTP over TCP will be worse than 
TCP as some bits overhead are constantly applied to the network. 
 
5.10. Chapter Summary 
After proposing nSCTP based on the transport layer tunneling techniques 
presented in Chapter 4, the advantages and disadvantages of this protocol 
discussed in this Chapter. The new proposed protocol, smoothes the handover 
and eliminates connection disruption during vertical handover period in moving 
networks. However, nSCTP applies some signalling and processing overheads on 
the system. In order to study the level of improvement, three parameters 
including handover latency, throughput and packet loss were compared. The 
results show that handover latency is almost zero in nSCTP as the new 
connection will be set up before the old connection disconnects completely. As 
the handover latency has direct impact on the packet loss therefore in comparison 
to NEMO, the amount of packet loss in nSCTP is negligible. The throughput 
results show that in the case of small handover rate or when the mobile router is 
in the stationary position NEMO shows better response compare to nSCTP. 
While by increasing the number of handovers or the bit-rate of the system 
nSCTP shows better behaviour. 
In the next stage the probability of the loss taken into consideration. nSCTP 
retransmits the packet loss inside the outer tunnel locally, without involving the  
corresponding nodes and the mobile node. This will improve the performance of 
the network as the loss packets are retransmitted within a smaller round trip time. 
TCP and SCTP slow start and congestion avoidance were considered in this 
analysis. The results show that, when the majority of packet losses occur inside 
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the wireless/mobile part of the network, the nSCTP demonstrates better 
performance while in the opposite condition the performance of NEMO takes 
advantage. However, it is not normally the case as most of the packet losses are 
due to the nature of wireless media.   
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Chapter 6. Simulation studies of 
the Performance of SCTP and 
nSCTP 
In this chapter, the performance of handover at the transport level with SCTP is 
compared with handover using Mobile IP, the widely use network-layer mobility 
management handover solution. A three-phase simulation study is presented in 
this chapter. Firstly, for analysing the performance of SCTP, a ‘basic’ SCTP 
protocol without enabling its multi-homing feature is compared with three 
versions of TCP including Tahoe [66], NewReno [67] and SACK (Selective 
Ack) [68] in a combined wired and wireless topology.  
 Reliable transport layer protocols like TCP and SCTP used in usual wired 
networks do not perform properly in wireless scenarios. This is due to 
misinterpretation of lost packets as congestion, while they could be the result of 
high bit error-rate in the wireless channel, wireless interference or the mobility of 
the nodes. Although TCP was originally designed and optimized for wired 
networks, in order to enable seamless integration of cellular networks with the 
Internet, TCP seems to be an appropriate choice.  
Most applications such as web browsing and FTP require reliable and in-order 
delivery of packet between two endpoints. TCP and SCTP are two transport layer 
protocols that build reliable and in-order delivery of data between two end hosts 
over an unreliable IP service. TCP and SCTP congestion Control is the ability of 
the sender to adjust the transmission rate based on the network’s condition. the 
congestion control was first standardized in RFC2001[62] and then updated in 
RFC2581[69]. The goal of adding congestion control mechanism is to prevent 
congestion collapse by finding a suitable transmission rate for each connection. 
For this purpose, an additional window limit called congestion window (cwnd) 
was introduced which varies based on the network condition. The effective limit 
on outstanding data, called “send window” (swnd), is set as the minimum value 
of the “receiver window” (rwnd) and cwnd. “Slow Start” and “Congestion 
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Avoidance” are two subsystems of congestion control mechanism that 
dynamically prevent congestion collapse [62].  
Different extensions of TCP have dissimilar policies in dealing with packet 
losses. Tahoe detects packet loss by timeout and it takes as a sign of congestion. 
Therefore, Tahoe takes half of the current window as the new slow start 
threshold, set the congestion window to one and retransmit all unacknowledged 
packets. Tahoe increases the window additive by 1 while the window size is less 
than threshold and by 1/window thereafter. 
The goal of NewReno-TCP approach is the ability to detect multiple packet 
losses. In the event of a packet timeout it only retransmitted the first 
unacknowledged packet, threshold will be reduced by half and the window will 
be set to half of the old window size plus three. NewReno remembers the highest 
packet number in the old window and when all the packets on the old window 
acknowledged by receiver, sets the congestion window threshold value and 
continues congestion avoidance like Tahoe. 
TCP with ‘Selective Acknowledgments’ is an extension of TCP NewReno which 
is able to detect multiple lost packets and re-transmission of more than one lost 
packet per Round Trip Time (RTT). In SACK approach segments should be 
acknowledged selectively instead of cumulatively. Each acknowledged has a 
block which represents the segments are being acknowledged. Also TCP SACK 
only transmits the segments when number of outstanding packets in the path is 
less than congestion window size.  
Similar to TCP, SCTP congestion control uses two mechanisms, slow-start and 
congestion-avoidance. At the slow-start mode, the congestion window is steadily 
increased and until it exceeds certain threshold it switches to congestion-
avoidance mode. In slow-start, the congestion window is increased by a 
minimum of one MTU per received SACK chunk, and in congestion-avoidance 
phase, it is only increased by one MTU per RTT. As in TCP, SCTP uses two 
mechanisms to detect loss: “Fast Retransmit” and “Retransmission Timeout”. 
SCTP's Fast Retransmit algorithm is slightly different from TCP's. SCTP's fast 
retransmit is triggered by four SACK reports instead of three duplicate ACKs in 
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the case of TCP. The outcome of retransmission is the reduction of the threshold 
to the size of congestion window and reset the congestion window to one MTU. 
A wired-cum-wireless topology is used to study the performance of SCTP along 
with other extension of TCP including Tahoe, NewReno and SACK. The aim of 
this phase of simulation is performance comparison for all these transport layer 
protocols at the presence of mobility and packet loss. In the simulations, the 
congestion window, the throughput (defined as number of total bits transferred 
per time unit) and the goodput (defined as number of actual useful data 
transferred after removing headers and retransmissions) in different handover 
scenarios are simulated.  
The second set of simulation is allocated to consider the benefit of the multi-
homing feature of SCTP in different handover scenarios. In a handover based on 
multi-homed feature of SCTP the connection to new coverage area will be set up 
before the current communication is disconnected within the overlap area of 
adjacent cells.  
And finally in the last set of simulation, nSCTP, the new proposed protocol, is 
implemented and the performance of this protocol is compared with the NEMO 
basic support protocol.  
6.1. Network Simulator 2 
The chosen discrete-event simulator is the Network Simulator (NS-2) [70]. NS-2 
is an open-source simulator widely used in the academic community. Therefore, 
many people are working on this project and there is a wide variety of add-ons. 
NS-2 is implemented in two parts: a TCL interpreter to make the simulation 
scripting easier and a C++ implementation to have faster simulations. Figure 6-1 
shows a simplified user’s view of NS. 
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File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is chosen for this simulation that needs TCP or 
SCTP in order to provide reliability.    
To analyse the result of the simulation two method of visualisation have been 
used. In the first method, summarising and extracting the useful information 
from the standard trace file generated by NS-2, using AWK [73] programming 
language which is designed for processing text-based data either in files or data 
streams. And the second method is using network animator (NAM) tool part of 
NS-2 package for viewing network simulation traces and real world packet trace 
data. 
6.2. Vertical Handover with the Basic SCTP  
In this section, different transport-layer protocols are used in the vertical 
handover scenarios. In this simulation, Random WayPoint (RWP) similar to 
many previous studies [74],[75] has used as mobility model. Random waypoint 
is a simple model that is easy to implement and analyse. In the RWP model, the 
nodes or mobile users, move along a zigzag path consisting of straight legs from 
one waypoint to the next [74]. Based on this mobility model, the goodput is 
measured for different transport-layer protocol and results are compared. SCTP 
is simulated without enabling the multi-homing feature. The objective of this 
simulation is to analyse the potential benefit of using SCTP in a combined wired 
and wireless scenario at the presence of mobility and error on the communication 
links.  
6.2.1. Simulation Scenario 
The scenario consisted of:  
 A single mobile node placed in a 670m by 670m rectangle, using the 
Random Waypoint mobility model and working as a sink client to 
collect FTP traffic from the corresponding node (see Figure 6-2) 
 Four base stations two of them belong to HA domain and the other two 
of them belong to FA domain in order to provide both inter-domain and 
intra-domain handovers. They are distributed as shown in  Figure 6-3 
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and each base station is able to handle a transmission range of up to 
250m (see Figure 6-3) 
 Four routers, with following functionalities: (See Figure 6-2)  
♦ Internet Service Provider (ISP) router is an access router that 
connects the corresponding node to the public network.  
♦ Gateway router is a backbone router that connects the mobile 
network to the public network or the Internet.  
♦ Home Agent (HA) is part of the mobile network components 
which provides the facility to allocate an address to the MN and 
tunnels the packets towards the current position of the MN. 
♦ Foreign Agent (FA) is part of the mobile network components 
which belongs to a different domain of the HA. Its function is to 
provide a CoA for the MN, informs the allocated CoA to the 
HA and the CN and finally handle the traffic to/from the MN 
when the MN is located inside the coverage area of the FA. 
 Correspondent Node, works as a server to generate FTP traffic. In the 
simulation, different transport agents provide a reliable connection from 
this node to the MN.    
 All wired links have a bandwidth of 5 Mbps. A TCP connection (or an 
SCTP association) is used to transport the data generated by the FTP.  
The total simulation time is 200 seconds. Tahoe, New Reno and SACK enabled 
versions of TCP were used for the simulations. The MTU for each link was kept 
at 1500 bytes. The TCP segment size and SCTP data chunk were kept at 1000 
bytes. The initial congestion window size for both TCP and SCTP were kept both 
equal to 2*MTU. The speed of the MN was a random value between 0 and 30m/s 
using a random waypoint mobility model. The base stations were distributed in a 




Figure 6-2: Simulation Topology in a wired-cum-wireless scenario 
 
Figure 6-3: Distribution of BSs in a 670m*670m area 
6.2.2. Packet arrivals Comparison 
In order to analyse the connection robustness, a number of experiments have 
been done to compare the received data for different versions of TCP and SCTP 
when the MN has a RWP mobility model. Figure 6-4 shows the aggregation of 
the received data during the simulation time in two different scenarios. In the 
error-free environment all the TCP extensions delivered almost similar amount of 
data. TCP-Tahoe, TCP-NewReno and TCP-SACK have similar mechanisms for 
preventing congestion collapse and finding an appropriate rate of transmission 
for each connection dynamically. SCTP shows slightly better data delivery rate 
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compared to various versions of TCP in the simulation as congestion control 
algorithms for both TCP and SCTP are similar. The difference in data rate 
between SCTP and TCP is due to the NS-2 implementation of TCP and SCTP.  
 
 
Figure 6-4: Comparison of aggregation received data in zero drop and 5% loss rate 
scenarios 
 
The main differences between these protocols are in congested and high error-
rate scenarios that the packets are subjected to drop or loss. The results show 
TCP-SACK has better performance when a high error-rate was applied in the 
wireless path. The SACK-enabled segments provide the TCP sender with some 
extra information of the status of the destination’s receiving buffer. In SACK for 
every received packet, the receiver produces a reply which contains further 
information in the header of the segment in the form of an option. Hence, in the 
event of packet loss the sender can resend only the exact packets that have been 
lost in transit and avoid producing unnecessary retransmission. TCP-NewReno 
produces least performance as it primarily optimised to work with the burst error 
scenarios. SCTP shows better performance compare to TCP-SACK in the same 
situation. Original SCTP does not include a Fast Recovery mechanism, as found 
in NewReno-TCP and SACK-TCP and later TCP variants. As specified in 
RFC2960 [3], “because cwnd in SCTP indirectly bounds the number of 
outstanding TSN's, the effect of TCP Fast Recovery is achieved automatically 
with no adjustment to the congestion control window size”. This built-in fast 
recovery system along with the benefit of SACK algorithm implemented in 






























Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-6 show the aggregation of packet arrivals at the MN. 
The stationary parts on the curves indicate disconnectivity at that point, which 
are the impact of handovers at specific times.  
   
 
Figure 6-5: Comparison of aggregation data-packet arrival in different transport layer 
protocol with handovers based on MIP in an error-free environment 
 
 
Figure 6-6: Comparison of aggregation data-packet arrival in different transport layer 
protocol with handovers based on MIP and 5% uniform packet losses    
 
The results presented in Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-6 show that the current SCTP 
implementation performs almost as well as TCP when there are no losses. 
However, SCTP seems to perform better in the presence of losses, as it benefits 
form built-in fast recovery system and does not enforce strictly ordered delivery. 












































































TCP session.  Therefore, TCP detects a gap in the received sequence number and 
has to wait to fill this gap. While, SCTP can deliver data to its upper layer 
protocol even if there is a gap in TSN if the Stream Sequence Numbers are in 
sequence for a particular stream. This event does not affect cwnd and only affect 
rwnd calculation. 
6.3. Vertical Handover with Multi-homing Feature of 
SCTP  
The main difference between SCTP and TCP is multi-homing. Multi-homing 
enables SCTP to establish robust communication associations between two 
endpoints and each of them could be accessible by more than one transport 
address. In a multi-homed SCTP, the sender usually uses the same destination 
address. The destination address could be changed either by instruction from the 
upper layers or the address becomes unreachable. Also, SCTP may retransmit to 
a different transport address than the original transmission. In a multi-homed 
scenario the sender keeps the congestion control parameter set for each 
destination addresses separately and in the case that the address is not used for a 
long time period the parameters will be deleted. Also, for each of the destination 
addresses, an endpoint does slow-start upon the first transmission to that address. 
In this phase of the simulation, multi-homing feature of SCTP is investigated. In 
this simulation, traffic was sent between two nodes connected by two parallel 
links. Choosing different links’ parameters enable us to observe how the multi-
homing feature of SCTP deals with out-of-order segments and in addition 
monitor the progress of congestion window on each link separately. The main 
objective of this simulation is to understand the detailed operation of the multi-
homing feature of SCTP and validate the behaviour of this protocol. Standard 
SCTP defines a HEARTBEAT signal that checks the availability of a channel in 
regular time intervals. The HEARTBEAT is sent when there is no knowledge of 
the link condition. At the start time of the transmission the association between 
SCTP sender and receiver, marked one of the available links as “primary link” 
that handles the actual data transmission between two ends.  The other link(s) are 
used as alternative link(s) to the primary. These alternative links need to be 
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checked frequently using HEARTBEAT signals. When a packet loss is detected 
on the primary link, that packet will be retransmitted through the alternative link. 
Increasing the number of consecutive packet losses in the primary link will result 
in swapping the primary link with one of the alternative links.  
6.3.1. Simulation Scenario 
In this simulation only two paths are available between the sender and the 
receiver. These paths are defined as primary and secondary paths and at some 
specific time during the simulation changeover occurs. These two links were 
used to simulate handover scenarios between a high-bandwidth link (e.g. 
WLAN) and a low-bandwidth link (e.g. UMTS) in all possible combinations.  
Similarly to the previous scenarios, an error-free environment and an 
environment with 5% random uniform packet loss have been used in the 
simulation. The simulation topology is shown in Figure 6-7. Two BSs are 
connected to different wireless access networks. The coverage areas of BSs have 
been set in which an overlap region is formed between adjacent cells in order to 
allow the handover procedures to be completed, as explained in section 2.5.2. 
 
 
Figure 6-7: End-to-end multi-homed simulation topology 
In this simulation, each end user has two interfaces and forming 4 set of SCTP 
associations. For simplification only two associations formed by (Core0-Inf0 , 
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Core1-inf0) and (Core0-Inf1 , Core1-inf1) have been addressed as shown in 
Figure 6-8 and the other two associations (Core0-Inf0 , Core1-inf1) and (Core0-
Inf1 , Core1-inf0) were not considered.  The corresponding node is attached to 
Core0, and the mobile user is attached to Core1. The FTP traffic generator is 
attached to Core0 and the traffic is sunk at Core1. FTP starts at 500ms and the 
primary destination is set on “Link1” in Figure 6-8 at the beginning of 




Number of users 2 
Simulation length 12s 
Traffic FTP 
UMTS Bandwidth 0.5 Mbps 
UMTS link Delay 200ms  
WLAN Bandwidth 11 Mbps 
WLAN link Delay 20 ms 
Low error-rate Uniform 1% 
High error-rate Uniform 5% 
Links queue mode Drop Tail 
Table 6-1: Summary of simulation parameters 
 
 
Figure 6-8: Structure of a multi-homed scenario implemented in NS-2 
6.3.2. Error-Free Environment Scenario 
In this set of the simulations a single handover in different link’s condition while 
there is no error on the system have been simulated. A bulk FTP connection uses 













transmission, the communication migrates from one link to the other. The timing 
parameters are summarised in Table 6-2. 
  
Timing Parameters 
Time (s) Action 
0 Simulation Start  
0 Set primary address on Link 1 
0.5  FTP start  
5.5 Primary address changes to Link2 
10.5 FTP Stop 
12 Simulation Stop 
Table 6-2: Summary of timing parameters 
Based on the type of wireless connections the following scenarios could be 
applied: 
6.3.2.1. WLAN-WLAN Handover 
When both links in Figure 6-8 have the WLAN link specifications, the 
aggregation of received data shown in Figure 6-9. This result shows the seamless 
handover between the two links as both links follow each other without any 
interruption in data transmission. As both links are defined as the same 
technology the progress of aggregation data over the simulation time is almost in 
the same gradient except at time of handover which service reduction can be 
observed. This reduction is due to slow-start mechanism, which is part of the 
congestion control strategy used by SCTP in order to avoid sending more data 
than the network is capable of transmitting. 
SCTP congestion control has been derived from TCP, with an additional multi-
homing feature. In a multi-homed SCTP, for each destination address a separate 
set of congestion control parameters is maintained, so from the network point of 
view, an SCTP association with N paths behaves similarly to N TCP 
connections. This also means SCTP congestion control can fairly share 
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6.3.2.3. WLAN-UMTS and UMTS–WLAN Handovers 
In some of the cases handover is from a high bit-rate link (e.g. WLAN) to a low 
bit-rate link (e.g. UMTS) or vice versa. An example of this scenario is when a 
MN which is already connected to a UMTS mobile access technology, enters 
into the area with WLAN-AP coverage and to use the benefit of high bit-rate 
transmission compared to UMTS, it switches to the WLAN access technology. 
Also, as the MN leaves the WLAN coverage area in order to keep the 
connectivity it needs to switch back to the UMTS. A similar configuration as 
presented in section 6.3.1 is used and the links are connected through the WLAN 
and UMTS wireless access technologies. Figure 6-13 shows the behaviour of 
bulk data transmission when the primary link is WLAN and secondary link is 
UMTS. In this situation a heavy reduction of service can be observed. A heavy 
reduction of data rate as well as higher transmission delay for UMTS caused a 
gap or disconnectivity in transmission. While, as it is shown in congestion 
windows for both links (see Figure 6-14) the transmission will not be terminated 
before link2 starts data delivery.  
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Time (s) Action 
0 Simulation Start  
0 Set primary address on Link1 
0.5  FTP start  
17.5 Primary address changes to Link2 
29.5 FTP Stop 
30 Simulation Stop 
Table 6-3: Summary of timing parameters 
 
In a multi-homed SCTP if a packet loss occurs, the alternative link will 
retransmit the lost packet. Similar configuration as presented in Figure 6-8 is 
used to study the behaviour of multi-homed SCTP at the presence of handover 
while different error-rates are applied on the communication links.  
Throughout the simulation the following handover scenarios were monitored: 
WLAN-WLAN handover response is shown in Figure 6-17 that the new link has 
less error-rate compared to the old one therefore, as it observes the gradient of 
the lines on the “New WLAN” is more than “Old WLAN” and consequently a 
higher transmission rate is expected on the “New WLAN”. Aggregation of 
received data in the case of UMTS-UMTS handover scenario is shown in Figure 
6-18 where both links experience a 5% error-rate. And finally WLAN-UMTS 
that represents migration from a high bit-rate WLAN link to a low bit-rate 
connection is shown in Figure 6-19 and as it is expected transmission rate on old 




















Old WLAN (5% error rate)
New WLAN (1% error rate)
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Figure 6-17: Aggregation of received data in a WLAN-WLAN Handover with different 
error-rate on the links 
 
Figure 6-18: Aggregation of received data in a UMTS-UMTS handover with 5% error-rate 
on both links 
 
Figure 6-19: Aggregation of received data in a WLAN-UMTS Handover with 5% error-
rate on both links 
In all three experiments the transmission starting with delays at the beginning 
and that is due to errors occurring, is unlikely at the association and handshaking 
phase of transmission. Also both links are involved in communications through 
the entire time of the simulation, which is the result of SCTP reaction to the lost 







































6.4. Links with sudden breakage 
In the previous sections the conditions with handover decision were considered. 
It was mentioned that at the specific time in the middle of the overlap area of 
both links, the SCTP association negotiates the handover time.  Those scenarios 
are the normal movement condition that most of the time are the case for any 
mobile devices involved in the communication. In this simulation a sudden link 
breakage will be considered and the way that multi-homed SCTP deals with 
these circumstances will be studied. A real world example for this scenario is the 
condition that multi-interface MN is placed in an office within WLAN and 
UMTS coverage (see Figure 6-20). With the assumption that default connection 
is the WLAN and the UMTS is used for backup or alternative link, this MN 
communicates with a corresponding node. The SCTP association contains both 
interfaces at each end.  
 
Figure 6-20: Network Topology 
During the file transmission, a link failure occurs in the WLAN connection. In 
this situation, there is no previous negotiation in the SCTP association between 
the MN and the corresponding node to change the primary link. The consequence 
of this breakage will be interruption in data transmission and all the packets and 
acknowledgements in transit are subject to loss. The aim of this simulation is 
study on recovery time to establish the connection with the other available link 
and the variations of congestion windows in both links. 
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In this scenario, the MN is assumed to be stationary and while a bulk 
transmission using multi-homed SCTP agent are operating on the WLAN 
interface, the connection breaks and again after a period of time the WLAN link 
will be resumed. Therefore, smooth handover on the recovery from WLAN to 
UMTS is expected. 
For implementation, the multi-homed topology described in section 6.3.1 was 
employed. Method “down” inside “rtModel” class of NS-2 is used to simulate 
the link breakage at specific time. The timing and specification of this topology 
and scenario are shown in Table 6-4.  
 
Simulation Parameters 
Time 0 Simulation Start  
Time 0 Set primary address on Link1 
Time 0.5s  FTP start  
Time 3.0s Link1 breaks 
Time 6.0s Link1 resumes  
Time 8.5s  FTP stop 
Time 9.0s Simulation Stop 
Link 1 Wireless Link 
Link 2  UMTS link 
WLAN Bandwidth 2Mbps 
WLAN Propagation delay 20ms 
UMTS Bandwidth 0.4Mbps 
UMTS propagation delay 100ms 
Table 6-4: Simulation Parameters 
 
Simulation results are shown in Figure 6-21 and Figure 6-22 that represent the 
aggregation of received data during the simulation time and the progress of 
congestion windows for both links respectively. At the time 3 seconds the 
WLAN link breaks and transmission will be stopped and congestion window 
dropped to Zero. As specified in RFC2960 [3] when its peer endpoint is multi-
homed, an endpoint should keep an error counter for each destination. Each time 
the packet loss on any address, or when a HEARTBEAT sent to an idle address 
is not acknowledged within a retransmission time out, the error counter of that 
destination address will be incremented. When the value in the error counter 
exceeds the protocol parameter 'Path.Max.Retrans' (three for this simulation) of 
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that destination address, the endpoint should mark the destination transport 
address as inactive. Therefore, the transmission will be moved on the UMTS 
link. Transmission will be carried on through UMTS link where the lost 
segments and the segments belonging to the lost acknowledgments must be 
retransmitted.  And finally when the WLAN connection resumes at 6 seconds a 
seamless handover to WLAN is observed.  
 
 
Figure 6-21: Packet-arrival rate in the sudden link-breakage scenario 
 
 






















































6.5. nSCTP Simulation 
In this section the performance of our proposed protocol, nSCTP, will be 
investigated through a simulation study with NS-2. Figure 6-23 depicts the 
implemented topology in the simulation platform. The communication between 
the CN and the MN passing through a transport layer SCTP tunnel that should be 
setup between the MR-HA and the MR. For simplification an end-to-end SCTP 
connection with multi-homing feature runs on both ends. The same topology has 
been used to evaluate the performance of NEMO that uses MIP to handle the 
handover. The mobile router has two interfaces with multi-homed SCTP that will 
be used to perform handover however, just one interface is used in the NEMO 
architecture.   
 
Figure 6-23: Simulation Topology 
In the simulation, we aim to compare the throughput and goodput of nSCTP and 
NEMO. The throughput is defined as the number of successful bits transferred 
between the CN and the MN. Consequently, the goodput is the number of useful 
data bit transferred regardless of packet header and signalling control. The IP 
header sizes in all experiments are based on IPv6. Header for SCTP segments 
that should contain at least one chunk has been set to 16 bytes.  
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Figure 6-24 shows the simulation result for the explained topology in Figure 6-23 
when the handover is between two WLAN cells with the data rate of 11Mbps 
that are shared with both control and data packets.  
Movement scenario, which is applied to mobile router, follows a ping-pong 
mobility model between cell one and two. The number of handovers shown in 
the x-axes and the average data rate are placed in the y-axes.      
 
 
Figure 6-24: Comparison the results of the nSCTP and NEMO handover  
 
From the simulation results presented in Figure 6-24 the overall throughput and 
goodput in nSCTP is larger than in NEMO. The difference between throughput 
and goodput in nSCTP is almost three times more than that of NEMO. That is 
due to an additional transport layer tunnelling on the new proposed protocol 
compared with NEMO. By increasing the number of handovers the level of bit 
transferred will be reduced in both nSCTP and NEMO, but the amount of this 
reduction for nSCTP is much smaller than NEMO. Therefore, increasing the 
number of handovers has a minor impact on the performance of nSCTP. NEMO, 
regardless of having smaller amount of packet overhead in transmission, is not 
able to cope with handover in a smooth manner and increasing the number of 

































6.6. Chapter Summary 
The proposed multihoming mobility management for moving networks, nSCTP, 
was simulated in this chapter. For that purpose, three sets of simulations were 
studied within the NS-2. Firstly, we showed that in the non-multi-homed support 
situation (e.g. single interface MN), SCTP can work at least with the similar 
performance of other reliable transport layer protocols including Tahoe-TCP, 
NewReno-TCP and SACK-TCP. In the simulations, a combined wired-wireless 
topologies were implemented and the performance of SCTP and the above TCP 
extensions with a bulk FTP transmission and their congestion windows 
behaviour were studied. Different scenarios consisting of vertical handovers and 
uniform error-rate were taken to experiment. The simulation results show that 
there is no major improvement introduced by using SCTP in these circumstances. 
This is not an unexpected result, as SCTP follows an almost similar congestion 
control mechanism and fast recovery as TCP does and the main innovation of 
SCTP is where new features such as multi-homing and multi-streaming, are 
being used. However, SCTP seems to perform better in the presence of losses, as 
it benefits from a built-in fast recovery system and does not enforce strictly 
ordered delivery. 
In the second set of the simulation the multihoming feature of SCTP which has 
been used to smooth the handover management was simulated. A variety of 
handover scenarios have been done to show this scheme can deal properly in 
different circumstances. The results were more promising as they clearly show 
significant improvement could be achieved in handover latency. That is the main 
contribution of transferring more data during the simulation time.  
Finally, nSCTP and NEMO were implemented and they have been tested in a 
ping-pong scenario and the throughput and the goodput were studied. The result 
shows however nSCTP apply more overhead on the system but the number of bit 
transferred in nSCTP is higher than NEMO. This difference will be dramatically 
increased as the handover-rate increases in the network. 
In the previous sections of this chapter SCTP protocol as reliable transport 
protocol in a combined wire and wireless network environment was studied. The 
multi-homing features of SCTP which can be used to smooth the handover 
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management were described in section 6.3 and followed with the analysis of the 
effect of this mobility management protocol on sudden link breakages in section 
6.4. The primary results from these sections were shown the performance of 
multi-homed SCTP on different scenarios. 
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Chapter 7. QoS Provisioning in 
SCTP 
In the previous chapters the importance of involving a new transport layer 
protocol called SCTP in mobile communications has been considered. SCTP’s 
Multi-homing feature addresses the problem of link failures by allowing a 
transport layer session to bind multiple IP addresses at each end point of 
communication. This feature provides both endpoints with multiple 
communication paths, and thus gives them the ability to failover (switch) to an 
alternate path when a link failure occurs. The simultaneous connectivity can be 
achieved in a heterogeneous environment by using multiple ISPs or multiple 
access technologies, such as cellular networks (e.g. GPRS, UMTS) and wireless 
LANs and MANs (e.g. 802.11, WiMAX). 
Based on above information and in the interest of adapting SCTP with networks 
in motion scenarios, nSCTP has been developed and its performance and 
efficiency were studied. However, If the mobile routers were allowed to switch 
between available technologies based on their mobility, for example to take 
advantage of a high-bandwidth and low-cost service available in a limited area 
(such as a WLAN hot spot), then perceived service quality would be further 
improved. 
In spite of all benefits and advantages of SCTP and consequently nSCTP, the 
failover mechanism of these protocols does not adapt well to application 
requirements or network conditions. In other word an association will insist to 
stay with a current primary link until it is disconnected completely or a certain 
number of consecutive time-outs are experienced, however some better quality 
links through other wireless access technologies could be available.  
In this chapter, the important parameters that could be involved in a policy based 
handover such as available bandwidth and number of packet loss were studied. 
The algorithms for reading these parameters on primary and alternative links are 
presented and based on obtained information different policies for handover were 
presented. To monitor the condition of alternative links on an SCTP association a 
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dual heartbeat technique is proposed. In this technique a pair of heartbeat signals 
back-to-back sends to the peer node through all available paths in an SCTP 
association to periodically check the availability of each path and also estimates 
the end-to-end delay and available bandwidth.  
The signalling required to periodically obtain the necessary parameters on the 
paths, injects some new communications overhead as well. This resulted in 
unnecessary handover which will dramatically reduce the performance of our 
new proposed policy based handover scenario. The efficiency of this protocol has 
been tested by implementing a simulation model on the NS-2 platform. The 
result depicted that dynamic handover can significantly improve the efficiency of 
SCTP handover particularly in the area with different choice of wireless access 
points and mobility which can frequently affect the quality of received signals.      
7.1. Bandwidth Estimation Techniques at Transport 
Layer 
This section describes some of the existing bandwidth estimation techniques that 
calculate approximately the capacity and available bandwidth in an end-to-end 
connection which is running a reliable transport protocol like TCP or SCTP. 
7.1.1. Single Packet Technique 
In this technique bandwidth is estimated for an end-to-end connection based on 
measuring the capacity of each hop along a path by using the actuality that 
transferring a packet on slower links takes longer than faster links. This method 
firstly proposed by Bellovin [76] and improved in several ways such as [77] and 
[78].  
This technique uses Time-To-Live (TTL) field of IP header to find an estimation 
of particular hop within a communication path. The value of TTL decrements by 
one when it passes through each router and when this value reaches zero a 
timeout error will be sent back to the router. In other words, the value of RTT for 
each router is calculated and the difference of two consequence routers gives the 
time that it takes for a packet to travel between these two nodes.  
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7.1.2. Packet Pair Technique 
This technique is used to estimate the capacity of the bottleneck link of an end-
to-end transmission path. In this method two packets of the same size send back-
to-back. These packets experience some delay as they are passing through low 
capacity hops within the path which have consequence in creating a gap between 
the transmitted packet pair at the receiver. Calculating the time distance between 
these two packets will estimate the minimum available bandwidth in the path. 
Packet pair technique has proposed, used and improved in many ways since 1993 
in some literature such as [15, 79, 80].  
 
Figure 7-1: Packet pair operation 
 
Figure 7-1 shows the operation of packet pair technique. Two packet of the same 
size are travelling from source to destination and through each hop they 
experience either equal or larger time difference. The outcome of ∆Tout = ∆Tin 
shows that all hops provide sufficient bandwidth and there is not a hop causing 
bandwidth reduction on the path. Also, the result of ∆Tout > ∆Tin is the 
consequence of existing at least a bottleneck hop within the communication path. 
As the path is forming by a series of hops in a communication system therefore 
the total link bandwidth will be set on the minimum bandwidth of each 
individual hops. Or,  
1 2 3 4( , , , ,...)MaxBW Min BW BW BW BW=  (7-1) 
Therefore, the maximum data rate supported by the communication link or path 






Where BW is the bandwidth of the bottleneck hop or the maximum bandwidth 
that can be provided by the path, L is the length of the packets and time 
difference (∆T) is:  
∆T=∆Tout – ∆Tin (7-3) 
7.2. Important Parameters on a Policy Based Handover  
Traditional SCTP uses multi-homing as an alternative path to retransmit the 
unsuccessful delivered packets. Also, a certain number of consecutive packet 
losses will cause swapping of the primary paths to an alternative path. This 
feature along with ADD-IP extension of SCTP [7] formed some of the transport 
layer handover managements such as mSCTP [8] and nSCTP[9]. Traditional 
failover mechanism of SCTP however provides a soft and seamless handover but 
the number of packet losses during the handover is still high. In addition the 
availability of alternative paths in an SCTP association is periodically checked 
by sending the HEARTBEAT chunks on these paths, however this association is 
not aware of the paths’ conditions.  
Best path selection in a multihoming environment has been studied in several 
papers. Fracchia et al. [81] introduced a sender side transport layer protocol to 
estimate the available bandwidth that uses SCTP flexible path management 
features to change the active path. They used packet trains with different sizes to 
estimate the available bandwidth on each links which involves a huge number of 
signalling and overhead in the system. Also some issues such as time stamping 
and clock synchronization have not been addressed. In a different work [82] time 
intervals based bandwidth estimation technique is introduced which can 
particularly improve the TCP congestion control performance on a wireless link. 
In [83] QoS management at the transport layer for time sensitive application is 
proposed which is based on error recovery and dynamic playback management. 
A policy based handover scheme could include one or all of the following QoS 
parameters: 
 Latency: end-to-end delay is one of the main parameters for time 
sensitive applications. The response time for the real time applications 
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should be guaranteed so data is received at the destination within an 
appropriate time. Voice and video streaming are examples of these 
applications which usually use datagram transmission, which offers an 
unreliable service and many datagrams arrive out-of-order.   
 Bandwidth: Bandwidth is a measurement of the running data from one 
computer to another. Bandwidth is directly proportional to the amount 
of data transmitted or received per time unit. The amount of bandwidth 
is important especially for a bulk data transmission and for this group of 
applications opposite to time dependent applications, the reliability and 
in-order data delivery are key factors. 
 Jitter: defined as delay variation or how much the end-to-end network 
latency varies from time to time due to effects such as network queuing 
and link failures, which will cause the alternative routes to be used. 
 Loss ratio: defined as the ratio of packet loss to the successfully 
delivered packet from source to destination.  
 Error-rate: defined as a rate on inconsistency between transmitted and 
received packets. Error-rates represent the ratio of successful delivered 
packets to the unsuccessful or undelivered packets. 
Obtaining the above parameters on the active link (marked as primary in an 
SCTP association) is achievable by monitoring the links and the packet 
transmission activities. For this purpose on the primary link QoS parameters can 
be calculated using following methods: 
 Monitoring the primary link and counting the number of packet losses 
during a certain period of time in order to calculate the loss ratio. 
 Monitoring the primary link for counting the number of consecutive 
packet losses in order to predict the possible disconnectivity and 
handover time. 
 Measuring the Round Trip Time (RTT) in order to evaluate the latency 
and propagation delay. 
 Monitoring the size of Congestion Window (cwnd) on the primary link  
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 Calculating the throughput and the available bandwidth on the primary 
link using the following formula (7-4):  
Throughput (or Bandwidth) = cwnd/RTT (7-4) 
 Keep track of RTT changes on all available links to monitoring the jitter 
on each link 
As the primary link which is involved in transferring packets from sender to 
receiver in an SCTP association, monitoring and calculating the QoS parameters 
are less challenging in comparison with alternative links. To monitor the 
condition of alternative paths on an SCTP association a dual heartbeat technique 
proposed in following sections that periodically checks the availability of the 
paths and monitors the end-to-end delay and available bandwidth. 
7.3. Bandwidth Estimation Algorithm for nSCTP 
Bandwidth estimation techniques discussed in section 7.1 were designed and 
developed for the TCP which can handle single home scenarios and they do not 
have the capability to work in a multi-homed scenarios managed by SCTP or 
nSCTP. In this section, an extended version of SCTP with built-in feature of 
bandwidth estimation technique is presented in order to dynamically perform 
changeover to the most suitable links. Figure 7-2 shows a scenario where in 
wireless hops three different wireless access network technologies are available. 
A multi-homed SCTP session between MR-HA and MR is available and the aim 
is distinguishing a more reliable link based on the QoS parameter (addressed in 
section 7.2) that helps dynamic switchover on the best available links rather than 




Figure 7-2: Simulation scenario for nSCTP while more than one connection is available 
7.3.1. Monitoring the packet loss and the consecutive packet loss 
SCTP failover system is based on the number of consecutive packets lost on the 
primary link. This means that even in a poor communication path, if the number 
of consecutive packets lost does not exceed a certain predefined threshold, the 
failover mechanism in SCTP (or handover mechanism in mSCTP and nSCTP) 
will not be activated. The algorithm presented in this section in addition to 
monitoring the number of consecutive packet losses is able to calculate the loss 
ratio (defined in section 7.2) which will result in more accurate changeover 
mechanism.  
 




Figure 7-3: handover improvement flowchart based on consecutive and total number of 
packet loss 
7.3.2. Estimating the Available Bandwidth on the Primary link  
On the primary link that is considered as a link that carries SCTP chunks, 
calculating the available bandwidth could be performed either using the 
techniques explained in section 7.1.2 or monitoring RTT and Window Size as 
specified in section 7.2 and using the following equation:   
Bandwidth = WindowSize / RTT (7-5) 
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In order to have a fair estimation of available bandwidth on the primary and the 
alternative links packet pair technique is used.   
7.3.3. Estimating the Available Bandwidth on the Alternative link(s)  
Original SCTP uses heartbeat packets in order to periodically check the 
availability of alternative links. A double heartbeat scenario sending back-to-
back is proposed in this chapter. We still assumed that the switching speed and 
the processing delay of routers are less that transmission delay in the system. The 
proposed protocol is sender driven which means all the processes such as 
bandwidth estimation and switching scenarios will be managed by sender side 
based on received heartbeat-Acks. The system does not need clock 
synchronisation or any changes on the heartbeat and heartbeat-Ack chunks. 
Packet pair technique (see section 7.1.2) is employed to estimate the available 





= ∆  
(7-6) 
And 
out inT T T∆ = ∆ −∆  (7-7) 
 
 
Figure 7-4: Bottleneck link that causes packet queuing when two conscetive heart bit send 
close enough together 
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Finding the optimal value for ‘∆Tin’ is a challenging issue. If the Heartbeat 
packets are very close to each other (‘∆Tin’ is small) even in the non-
bottlenecked transmission channel they will get queued on the routers when the 
switching and processing speeds in the routers are not sufficient. Also the value 
of ‘∆Tout’ should not be too high as in that case queuing in the bottleneck hop 
will not increase the input time difference (∆Tin). 
The value of ‘L’ represents the size of the Heartbeat packets. The acceptance 
range for this size should be large enough to cause queuing and also should not 
be more than the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) to avoid packet 
fragmentation. MTU sizes are inherent properties of physical network interfaces, 
normally measured in bytes. The MTU of Ethernet, for instance, is 1500 bytes. 
Some types of networks (like Token Ring) have larger MTUs, and some types 
have smaller MTUs, but this value is fixed for each physical technology. 
Therefore, with the assumption of Ethernet used in physical technology and a 
packet size of 1500B in the transmission channel and wireless LAN as a 
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(7-8) 
Therefore a value of ∆Tin<1.2ms needed to be set at the receiver and similarly 
with a channel in the range of 2Mbps ∆Tin must be less than 6ms.  
In the next section a simulation study has been carried out to measure the 
bandwidth on all available paths within an SCTP association. It is assumed that 
the switching time of the routers is high enough and will not cause delay when 
the packets send back-to-back (or ∆Tin=0). The value of ‘L’ is the size of 
Heartbeat packets in the original SCTP and is equal to 56B which are marked as 
HB0 and HB1 in Figure 7-4.  
7.4. Simulation Studies on Dynamic Switchover 
Technique within an SCTP Association  
To assess the benefit of dynamic switchover extension of SCTP, performance of 
this proposed protocol is studied using the Network Simulator. As explained in 
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section 2.5.1, SCTP periodically checks the availability of alternative link(s) by 
sending Heartbeat signals to the other end in an association. NS-2 network 
simulator [70] along with SCTP agent [72] developed for NS-2 with some 
modification for supporting the packet pair scenario have been used as the 
simulation platform. The following features have been added into original SCTP 
agent:  
 At the beginning of the transmission primary path will be dynamically 
set by sending a double heartbeat on all available paths and going 
through the process of choosing the best path. 
 At the sender, sending a double heartbeat chunks back-to-back in equal 
predefined intervals (e.g. 15 seconds as default value). The interval time 
may set at the beginning of simulation as it may vary for different 
applications and network conditions.  
 At the receiver, both received heartbeat will be acknowledged. This is 
part of the original feature of SCTP and no modification has been done. 
 At the sender, available bandwidth will be calculated based on the time 
difference on the received acknowledgement (∆Tout).   
 Based on the estimated bandwidth on all available paths, at particular 
intervals the most appropriate path will be selected as a primary link for 
the SCTP association. This allows the end users to dynamically decide 
about the best connection.     
7.4.1. Simulation Scenario   
In any data transmission system, one of the most important parameters from a 
user’s point of view is the amount of data transmitted during a certain time, 
which is identified as connection throughput. If dynamic path selection could 
configure the primary connection on the best available bandwidth, the 
transmission rate could be improved. However, some parameters like signalling 
and processing overhead used for detecting the best available bandwidth on the 
paths will reduce the overall performance of the dynamic path selection scheme.  
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Figure 7-5 depicts the implemented scenario in NS-2 consisting of air interface 
connection with different wireless access technologies and different available 
bandwidth. As the MR moves the signal strength of the wireless connection will 
be changed and with respect to Shannon’s formula [5] the signal to noise ratio 
will be reduced and consequently the available bit-rate will decrease. In addition 
to the movements of MR, available bandwidth will be changed based on the 
traffic applied to the network from all other users connected to this network.  
The developed scenario in the simulation platform (NS-2) is shown in Figure 
7-5. All the connections outside the wireless part of the connection have 
sufficient bandwidth (100Mbps) and the bottleneck part of the network is on the 
wireless hop(s) between MR’s Home agent and its peer MR. There are four paths 
available that their throughput will be changed during the simulation time 
between 1 to 11 Mbps in order to form a non-structural changes on the link 
capacity.   
 
 
Figure 7-5: Dynamic handover mechanism topology based on nSCTP implemented in NS-2  
 
The Double Heartbeats module has been added to the current implemented 
version of SCTP [72] for sending two probing packets back-to-back in the certain 
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intervals. The size of probing packets are 56kB, similar to the size of heartbeat 
packet in the original SCTP, and the interval time for sending the probing 
packets has been set to 5 seconds. The interval time could be varying based on 
the network condition and the requirement of the network. Choosing small value 
for interval time for sending packet will result in a switchover upon a link 
bandwidth has changed however it will increase the signalling on the network.  
 
 
Figure 7-6: Bandwidth response acquired from the available link in the wireless cloud in 
Figure 7-5 
 
Figure 7-6 shows the output of packet pair modules, which follows the available 
bandwidth on all links within an SCTP association. In the original SCTP 
protocol, the primary link will not change until it becomes unavailable or certain 
amount of consecutive packet lost (usually three) is detected. At the beginning of 
the simulation link 1 has been chosen for primary link. 
Goodput is the amount of useful data which has been acknowledged successfully. 
For analysing the performance of new QoS scheme, two scenarios were defined 
based on the result simulation presented in Figure 7-6. At the first scenario, the 
changeover policy on the SCTP association is set to be static as it is defined in 



























the original protocol. Therefore, as there is no consecutive packet loss or 
disconnectivity due to the handover, link1 will remain the primary link and 
goodput for this simulation is shown in Figure 7-7. 
In the second scenario, the primary link will follow the highest bandwidth on the 
available links. The available bandwidths on all links check periodically (in this 
simulation every 5 seconds) and upon the extension of SCTP association detects 
a higher bandwidth path the primary link will be changed to that particular path 
and the transmission will be resumed. The primary path for this scenario is 
shown on Figure 7-7 for better comparison with static changeover scenario. This 
clearly shows that the dynamic changeover scenario has better goodput 
performance compared to the original static failover in SCTP.  
 
Figure 7-7: Goodput comparison of two schemes - original SCTP and SCTP with dynamic 
changeover mechanism 
7.4.2. Enhanced Dynamic switchover mechanism 
Figure 7-7 shows the improvement of throughput compared to the original 
version of SCTP. SCTP slow start and congestion avoidance mechanism caused 
the sudden reduction of the received goodput as shown in Figure 7-7. Some other 
improvements could be applied to overcome this problem and increase the 
























Firstly, at the beginning of the transmission on the static handover scenario the 
SCTP association automatically chooses the primary link and after receiving the 
results of the first sets of probing signals the SCTP association will select the 
highest available bandwidth. This will cause an unnecessary handover at the 
beginning of the transmission. This issue is shown clearly in Figure 7-8. The 
above problem can be solved by sending the probing packet pair at the beginning 
of transmission and choosing the primary connection before performing the four 
ways handshakes and starting packet transmission. 
 
 
Figure 7-8: the problem of starting at a low bandwidth link and then switch to the higher 
bandwidth 
The second enhancement is aimed at increasing the throughput and reducing the 
unnecessary handovers where possible. Frequently handover for small 
differences on available bandwidth could significantly reduce the performance of 
this new proposed scheme. This reduction is due to the slow start and congestion 
avoidance procedures as shown in Figure 7-9. This issue fully reflected in the 
Figure 7-7 between times 160 to 230 seconds as the bandwidth on links 3 and 5 
























Figure 7-9: the problem of slow start of SCTP while a handover is performing 
The goodput of improved version of this protocol is shown in Figure 7-10 while 
a 10% threshold for switchover has been defined. A massive improvement 
compared to static failover mechanism could be observed. Also, compared to the 
previous scenario, stability has been improved as well as the overall throughput 
has been increased. A comparison of total packet transferred during the 
simulation time is presented in Table 7-1 and the trend of the received packet’s 
aggregation is shown in Figure 7-11. 
 




































































Figure 7-11: Aggregation of received packet on different switching over techniques (Static, 
Dynamic and Enhanced Dynamic handover) 
7.5. Results Comparison and Discussion 
Defining a suitable switchover time for dynamic handover scenario, proposed in 
this chapter, is a challenging issue. On one side, increasing in the number of 
handover is one of undesirable parameters that in some applications must be 


































are available decreases the amount of transferred packet in time unit. A switching 
over threshold was defined in section 7.3. In this section the amounts of received 
packets and the number of handovers while the switching over threshold is 
changing are compared.  
For the analysis, three different triggering rules which specified the appropriated 
time for switchover are defined as follows: 
 Aggressive: Switchover when a link with higher bandwidth has been 
detected. 
 Conservative: Switchover when the new detected bandwidth is above a 
certain threshold. 
 Sluggish: The primary link will not be changed to the highest available 
link while the transmission can still performed on the current active link.  
The performances of proposed QoS provisioning for SCTP have been 
experimented through the implemented simulation in NS-2 platform (detail of 
simulation topology presented in section 7.4) and the results of aggregated 
received data is shown in Figure 7-12. Four different scenarios including 
aggressive, conservative with threshold of 10% and 25% and sluggish are 
evaluated. Links 1 to 4 shown in Figure 7-5 fluctuating between 1 and 11 Mbps.  
The results show that the aggregation of the received data is maximised in the 
case of aggressive scenario and will be reduced by decreasing the threshold in 
conservative scenarios and finally the less effective amount of transferred data 




Figure 7-12: Performance comparison in dynamic switchover in aggressive, conservative 
and sluggish scenarios 
The penalty of achieving the maximum transmitted data depicted in Figure 7-12 
is increasing the number of handovers for small fluctuation between available 
links within an SCTP association. While the proposed handover protocol in this 
thesis (nSCTP) is seamless but during the handover a reduction of services due to 
slow start and congestion avoidance of reliable transport layer protocols for a 
short time can be observed (see Figure 7-7). By analysing the number of 
handovers, aggregation of transferred data and the value of threshold in one 
experiment the optimal value based on the usage and application could be 
specified. Two bandwidth scenarios were studied based on the simulation 
scenario presented in Figure 7-5. In the first scenario the available bandwidth 
allocated to the links 1 to 4 fluctuating within 1 to 2 Mbps. Based on the result is 
shown in Figure 7-13 when the switchover threshold is about 0 percent the 
maximum number of handovers is experienced and the highest aggregation of 
data is achievable. While the switchover policy moves to conservative scenarios 
with different thresholds the number of handovers decreases and consequently 
the transferred packet rate will be decreased. This obviously is not always true 
e.g. between 35 to 40 percent packet transferred is decreases which is the effect 
of unnecessary switchover, which was discussed in section 7.4.2.  The result for 
a similar experience with high bandwidth is shown in Figure 7-14. In this 


































scenario the link bandwidths changes between 1 to 11Mbps and similar result of 
indirect relation between threshold of switchover and number of handover or 
number of transferred packets can be observed.  
 
Figure 7-13: The impact of threshold switchover on the amount of transferred data and the 
number of handovers in low bandwidth scenarios  
 
 
Figure 7-14: The impact of threshold switchover on the amount of transferred data and the 




7.6. Chapter Summary 
In this chapter a dynamic switchover scheme for improving the QoS of SCTP 
and nSCTP particularly when variety range of wireless access networks are 
available is proposed. Efficiency of this protocol in reducing the packet loss by 
shrinking the handover latency and increasing the end-to-end throughput in 
wireless access has been considered. It has been shown that the new QoS scheme 
could significantly increase the throughput particularly when the available 
bandwidths on the primary and alternative links change frequently due to 
movement and/or congestion.  
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Chapter 8. Conclusion  
The scope for mobile networks to be multi-homed is certain to be a significant 
aspect of future communications systems. This multi-homing capability is being 
continually extended through the progressive migration of a single mobile node 
to an entire network. Multiple links in the chain of multi-homing will be used to 
provide redundancy in connections, and therefore achieve a soft and seamless 
handover or in the other words guarantee a QoS threshold for a moving network. 
This thesis has thus investigated a number of solutions to assist mobile networks 
multi-homing feature, and has particularly concentrated on mobility management 
issues as might apply in a scenario such as mass public transportation in a train 
or coach.  
In this thesis, different mobility management from different layers of OSI 
reference model in a heterogeneous environment were compared, their 
advantages and disadvantages to handle the mobility in different layers were 
mentioned and the weaknesses of Mobile IP as a mobility management protocol 
were described. Internet connectivity for moving networks in a wired-cum-
wireless scenario in a heterogeneous environment and different aspects of multi-
homing for mobile networks were characterised. Multi-homing for moving 
networks is the next part of overview of this thesis that can enhances QoS 
parameters and especially facilitating a seamless handover.   
The main contribution of this thesis was proposing useful solutions to improve 
the performance of handover for mobile networks. nSCTP as a new mobility 
management protocol to achieve a seamless handover for moving networks has 
been proposed. This protocol works based on SCTP which allows binding of one 
transport layer association to multiple IP addresses at each end of the association. 
SCTP has a built-in failure detection and recovery system, known as failover, 
which allows associations to dynamically send traffic to an alternate peer IP 
address when needed.  
To evaluate the performance of nSCTP, this thesis has developed simulation 
based studies for comparing the different extensions of TCP with the recently 
proposed transport level protocol, SCTP, to compare them in a combined wired-
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wireless scenario in a cellular network with vertical handover. The major 
achievements here have been the investigation of congestion window, handover 
delay and throughput for download file sizes in general, and the study through 
simulation for multi-homing scenarios over a bottleneck link, which is the 
wireless part of the network for a single mobile node or the connection between 
mobile router and its home agent for a moving network.  
We have evaluated NEMO and nSCTP analytically in terms of three main 
handover parameters; packet loss, handover delay and throughput. The results of 
numerical examples of this model show that some significant improvements can 
be achieved by using nSCTP. A parallel simulation based analysis has been done 
in which results show that soft handover in heterogeneous networks can be 
achieved for a mobile network and the performance and robustness of connection 
is much higher than NEMO. 
Using developed protocol, not only providing a fully soft and seamless handover; 
it can also improve reliability in the bottleneck of the network (MR to MR-HA) 
with the cost of increasing the size of packet overhead. The wireless part of 
network is generally involved with higher bit error-rate, but in this scheme 
packet lost can be solved locally without involving the rest of the network. End 
user transparencies, no dis-connectivity and no changes in the Internet 
architecture are some of the main advantages of nSCTP. 
Improving the QoS parameters such as reducing the handover latency and packet 
loss during the handover and increasing the overall throughput of the system 
were another contribution of this thesis. Failover mechanism of original SCTP is 
static and will not be adapted to the condition of the network and available paths. 
A dynamic switchover scheme for SCTP and nSCTP is proposed in this thesis 
that monitors the available bandwidth on the associated paths within a multi-
homed association. This scheme is advantageous particularly when variety 
ranges of wireless access networks are available. Efficiency of this protocol in 
reducing the packet loss by shrinking the handover latency and increasing the 
end-to-end throughput in wireless access has been considered by a developed 
simulation in the NS-2 platform. It has been shown that the new QoS scheme 
could perform extremely well, when different choices of paths exist and the 
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available bandwidths on the primary and the alternative links change frequently 
due to movement and/or congestion. 
Applicability of the proposed protocol is provided in the following section and it 
has been followed by potential for future work. The security and billing issues, 
which are important subjects from a provider’s point of view, have not been 
addressed in this thesis. Load balancing and load sharing are other open issues of 
this protocol that can significantly improve the performance of SCTP and 
nSCTP.   
8.1. Applicability of the Solutions Provided 
The solutions presented in this thesis serve the primary objective of improving 
the effectiveness and applicability of mobility management for moving networks. 
Moreover, they are developed to be as feasible as possible in generic systems 
either through being targeted at simple all-IP networks, or otherwise through 
requiring minimal changes to existing technologies where necessary. Only 
upgrading to routers at mobile networks (MR) and its home agent (MR’s HA) to 
support transport layer protocols and also minor software changes at these 
routers’ operating systems to load SCTP/IP encapsulation modules are necessary 
to achieve the solutions presented.  
The monitoring scheme presented for improving the QoS provisioning for 
moving networks could be easily integrated with current version of SCTP. 
Firstly, the proposed QoS scheme is sender side that no additional to cellular 
systems or the destination nodes are required. Secondly, different policies based 
on the users’ requirements are achievable to increase the flexibility of the system 
and improve users’ satisfaction.  
8.2. Potential for Future Work 
Substantial potential for future work has been created through the many avenues 
investigated in this thesis. 
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Firstly, in the context of the SCTP, multi-streaming which is the main feature of 
this protocol, has not involved in the investigation. This feature can potentially 
can be used to put emphasise on different application by defining dissimilar 
values for each streams and multiple priority policy for incoming packets. This 
policy based scenario can guarantee for handling the realtime or time sensitive 
programs before other applications.  
Secondly, in the context of the nSCTP, proposed as a handover management 
protocol for moving networks was presented completely and all the possible 
algorithms and transport layer tunnelling were discussed in this thesis. This is a 
very new protocol with a full theoretical, analytical and simulation support, but 
further investigation could be addressed and lots of work can be done in order to 
improve the throughput by improving the tunnels and reducing overhead. In this 
context the following issues can be addressed for future investigations:  
 Multi-homing has built in load sharing and load balancing techniques, 
which at the present time are not supported by SCTP and consequently 
nSCTP. Load sharing refers to splitting the traffic from a network to be 
transported and load balancing is distributing the traffic dynamically 
among available paths to avoid congestion and saturation.  Bandwidth 
aggregation is an on demand issue specially by growing up the volume 
of data and different applications that can be observed on the Internet. A 
newly proposed IETF draft [37] considered multiple CoA for multiple 
interfaces mobile nodes that has been used in [84] for load balancing 
based on SCTP. Activating load balancing and sharing with nSCTP can 
significantly improve the performance of this protocol. For nSCTP and 
the architecture that we concentrated on this thesis MR and MR-HA are 
the best options for handling load balancing.  
 Multi-homing will certainly be the most important issue in the mobility 
management in the coming years. With the recent deployment of 
different wireless technologies and the new version of the IP protocol, 
almost all nodes will be multi-homed. Therefore, nested mobile network 
and adaptation of nSCTP for these sorts of moving networks, is an 
interesting area that could be investigated.  
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Some interesting avenues for future works are research on the transport layer 
tunnelling algorithms and nSCTP that can be addressed as follow:   
 QoS is an important issue in the current and future world of computer 
networks. nSCTP can improve some QoS parameters like handover 
delay, packet loss and throughput but all of these improvements are 
subject to availability of resources in the visiting cells. Advance 
resource reservation for hire resources before moving is a vital issue 
especially for a group of mobile nodes which roams together. This can 
provide a guaranteed QoS threshold for blocking probability. Also 
interesting is to study the behaviour of various QoS division policies in 
the context of advance resource reservation before the MR moves to the 
new coverage area. Resource reSerVation Protocol (RSVP) [85] is an 
IntServ-style Quality of Service (QoS) protocol that allows channels and 
paths to be reserved for both unicast and multicast transmission. RSVP 
in the similar way of SCTP sends periodic refresh messages to maintain 
its state and reservation will be deleted in the absence of refresh 
messages. Conventional RSVP is designed for fixed networks, and there 
have been a number of extensions on supporting the QoS in Mobile 
environment with RSVP [86]. Adapting this protocol for mobile 
networks solutions along with nSCTP apparently can reduce the 
blocking probability. 
 DVB-H recently has been gaining more interest in the research 
community and with mobile network providers and users as it can 
enable broadcast services in public transport or the next generation of 
moving networks. As DVB-H is a uni-directional access network 
(down-link only), using a bi-directional access network, such as UMTS 
and/or WLAN, is necessary to be used in conjunction with DVB-H. As 
a result, MR using the facility of DVB-H access network should have at 
least two interfaces (one for DVB-H and another one for UMTS/ 
WALN). Therefore, any possible solution for this scenario must provide 
multi-homing and nSCTP protocol can be a very good nominate.  
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